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NOTE

This Final Submission of the Australian Atomic
Energy Commission attempts to follow the order and
numbering of the items listed in the "Detailed Subject
Index - Revision 1" provided by the Inquiry.
No attempt has been made to cover all items in
the Subject Index. In particular, with the exception
of item 11, part C Local/Regional has not been dealt
with at all.
Throughout the submission evidence has been
referred to by indicating the appropriate page number
of the Transcript of Proceedings or Exhibit numbers
from the List of Exhibits.
Revised Text - 20 July, 1976
Some minor amendments have been made to the Final
Submission as delivered to the Inquiry on 16 July, 1976.
Typographical errors and omissions have been corrected and
some ambiguities in the original text, removed.
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SECTION A.

INTERNATIONAL

A. 1

NUCLEAR ENERGY
A.1.1

Characteristics of Various Reactor Systems

Technical information on nuclear reactor systems was
given in Exhibits 145, 203 and 241.

The following account

presents brief details relating to the generation of
radioactive materials in reactors, and the design features
needed to ensure that they are kept under safe control.

The

description is of a purely factual nature and is not
controversial.
In.a nuclear power station a reactor, often referred to
as the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS), replaces the
normal coal, oil or gas fired boiler.

The main features

of all NSSSs which have, been licensed for commercial
operation are:
The reactor core consisting of an array of nuclear
fuel elements in which heat is generated by a selfsustaining fission chain reaction.
Moderator between the fuel elements to slow down
neutrons to kinetic energies at which there is a
high probability that they will cause nuclear
fissions in the fuel.
A coolant system which removes heat from the core
by forced circulation and maintains the temperature
of the fuel uithin its required range in normal
operation.
Instrumentation to monitor the reactor power level,
the coolant flow rate, temperatures and pressures
within the reactor systems, and other operational
variables.
A reactor com. :ol system (usually consisting of rods
of neutron absorbing material inserted into the
core which can be moved by motors outside the core)
and systems for controlling other operational variables
such as coolant flow.

The control systems act

automatically on the instrument readings, but may also
be operated manually.
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A reactor protection system designed to shut down
the reactor and initiate other protective actions
if the instrumentation detects unsafe conditions.
These actions are automatic but may be initiated manually.
A guaranteed core cooling system consisting of
guaranteed coolant supply, power supply and heat
sink, designed to maintain the temperature of the
fuel within safe limits under a range of possible
reactor fault conditions. In water cooled reactors
the guaranteed coolant supply includes the emergency
core cooling systems (ECCS). In gas cooled reactors,
after shut down, the core can be cooled if necessary
by circulation of gas, including air, at atmospheric
pressure.
A fuel handling system to move fuel elements to new
positions within the core, remove spent fuel from
the core to a cooling pond and load fresh fuel
into the core. In some reactors (e.g. Magnox and
CANDU) fuel handling proceeds while the reactor is
operating. In others (e.g. PWR and BWR) fuel
handling is carried out only when the reactor is
shut down.
Shielding to protect operating personnel from
radiation originating in the core, in the coolant
and in the spent fuel elements.
Waste treatment systems to control the release of
radioactive materials to the environment during
normal operation.
Containment of any radioactive materials which might be
released from the fuel in accidents.
Differences exist between the containment philosophies
and the designs of containment systems for various reactor
types. Some gas-cooled reactors have their primary coolant
circuits totally contained within pre-stressed concrete pressure
vessels and all penetrations of these vessels are doubly
contained. These reactors do not have separate containment
buildings. All water-cooled power generating reactors have
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containment buildings and auxiliary systems to act as a final
barrier to the release of radioactivity.

These containment

systems take various forms but their basic functions are to retain radioactive materials and to dissipate the energy
released from the reactor and from the decay of radioactive
materials.
Major differences between reactor types are in the type
of coolant (light water, heavy water, carbon dioxide or
helium), the type of moderator (light water, heavy water
or graphite) and the design of the coolant circuits.

The

reactor core may be enclosed in a steel, pressure vessel
(PWR, BWR and early Magnox gas-cooled reactors), in a
prestressed concrete pressure vessel (later gas-cooled
reactors including AGR and HTR) or in an array of pressure
tubes (CANDU and SGHWR*), which forms the boundary of
the coolant circuits.

In some light water cooled reactors

(BWR and SGHWR*) the reactor coolant boils and produces
steam which is used directly to drive the turbine
generators.

This is called direct cycle operation.

In

the remaining reactor types the reactor (primary) coolant
flows to a heat exchanger outside the core where steam is
generated in a secondary coolant circuit.

This is called

indirect cycle operation.
Certain other types of power generating reactors are
possible, for example fast breeder reactors.

However, there

are no immediate prospects that these will be licensed for
commercial operation.

Therefore it is not possible to describe

them with certainty because their engineering features; are
not definitely known.
Radioactive materials are produced in a reactor core
mainly by three processes:
Fertile absorption of neutrons in U-238 to form plutonium and other
transuranic elements.
Fission of fuel atoms which produces radioactive fission fragments.
Neutron activation of impurities in the coolant,
particularly corrosion products.
SGHWR is not yet in commercial operation.
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Fission products are the major sources of radioactivity in the reactor core
there being about 200 different nuclides, some of which
are highly radiotoxic.

Only those fission products which

have a high yield, combined with a significant radiological
half life, are important as potential environmental or public
health problems.

The characteristics of some of the more

significant fission products are given in the following
table.

The Characteristics of Some Important Fission
Product Nuclides

Nuclide

Half
Life

Activity at.
shut-down
kCi/MW

Radiological Hazard

Emission
!

i

0.62 *
23
54
25

&

Y

Y

i

External; whole body

Kr 85
Kr 88
Xel33
Xel35

10. 7y
2.8h
5.27d
9.16h

I 131

8.06d

25

3

Tel32

78h

38

3

Internal ; thyroid
hazard from I 132
daughter

Sr 90

29y

6*

3

Internal; bone and
lung**

10*

3

Internal; lung, kidney
and G.I. tract**

i

Ruioe

l.Oy

Csl37

30y

Cel44

284d

5.3*
50*

3

Y

3 Y

i

Internal; thyroid

Internal; whole body
Internal; bone, liver,
lung

* After 5 years irradiation.
** Radiation hazard from short-lived daughter.

The physical and chemical properties of these nuclides
are also important in determining their propensity to
escape from the reactor core.

For example, elemental iodine

j
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is highly volatile but tends to become chemically bonded
and absorbed into solid surfaces. However, it also
forms some gaseous compounds under the conditions prevailing
in the reactor. Other elements, such as strontium, are much
less volatile and readily form refractory oxides. Plutonium
also forms a refractory oxide.
The fuel currently used for power reactors is a ceramic
oxide of uranium. Plutonium and the fission products are retained by
chemical and physical bonding within the lattice structure
of this material (unless it melts in an accident), and even
the more volatile species diffuse very slowly to the surface.
A metal cladding forms a further barrier to their release.
Minor faults in the fuel cladding and contamination of the
outside of the cladding by traces of fuel could lead sometimes
to the release of small quantities of fission products into
the main coolant stream, adding to the radioactivity from
activation products already there. The coolant has to be
stripped of this activity and this gives rise to gaseous,
liquid and solid radioactive wastes which must be controlled
in accordance with discharge authorisation procedures. The
nature of these wastes depends a great deal upon the type of
reactor installation. The following description applies to
light water cooled and moderated reactors.
The volume of radioactive gases which accumulate from
the primary circuit in the indirect-cycle, pressurized water
reactors (PWRs) is relatively small, permitting storage
and radioactive decay. The problem of radioactive waste
gases is of more concern in the direct-cycle reactors. Small
quantities of radioactive gases are rejected at the condenser
air ejector mixed with appreciable quantities of air. This
radioactivity mainly consists of several short lived but
highly energetic gamma emitters, such as the activation
product nitrogen-16, which present a major shielding problem
but no environmental threat because of their short half lives
(7.13 sec for nitrogen 16). There also may be longer-lived
activation products present, such as argon 41 and tritium,
together with fission-product gases and vapours such as
kryptons, xenons and iodines. Due to the significant volume
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of air mixed with these gases it is difficult to store them in
decay tanks. Moreover, the chemically inactive noble gases cannot
be filtered by normal methods. Often the levels of
radioactivity are so low that it is permissible to discharge
these gases direct to atmosphere through absolute filters.
They are usually dispersed from a high stack.
However, with the recent introduction overseas of more
stringent discharge limits from nuclear power stations
control measures may be needed;for example, the gases might
be passed through refrigerated charcoal beds in which the
hold-up of radioactive materials will permit decay to the
specified levels. Under these circumstances krypton 85
(half life 10.74 years) and carbon 14 (5,760 years) would be
the only radionuclides of any significance remaining in the
waste gases.
Aqueous radioactive waste arises from leakage of coolant,
(particularly at valves and pumps) coolant blowdown, off-gas
drains, turbine drains (direct-cycle operation), washings
from regeneration of demineralizer resins and various
decontamination operations, laboratory drains, potentially active
showers and laundry drains, etc. Additional sources of aqueous
effluent from PWRs are the expansion of primary circuit water
on start-up, and liquid waste from the boron recovery system.
Much of this effluent is of very low activity and, after
filtration, i'.v can be discharged directly with the condenser
cooling water. Some waste streams might require further
treatment and temporary hold-up to allow decay of short-lived
activity before discharge.
The main sources of solid radioactive waste at a nuclear
power station are filter sludge, spent ion-exchange resins and
filters, and residue? from concentration of liquid waste.
Solid waste is storec at the station site for eventual
compaction and transportation to a licensed disposal centre.
Disposal may be by birial or storage, depending upon the activity
level and the physics L form of the waste.
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A.1.2

The Fuel Cycle
The uranium fuel cycle is the complete sequence of operations

involved in the processing and fabrication of uranium as a nuclear
fuel, its use in nuclear power reactors for the production of
electricity, the subsequent handling and reprocessing of the
irradiated fuel, recycling of residual uranium and plutonium,
and the treatment and storage of radioactive waste (Stewart, 18611863; Baxter, 2044-2054; Alfredson and Levins, Exhibit 202/3).
Uranium ores which are amenable to mining and processing by
conventional methods at current world prices typically contain at
least 0.1 wt.% U_0 0 and are treated in a mill close to the mine site
J

O

to produce a concentrate

(yellowcake) for shipment.

The yellowcake is then converted to uranium hexafluoride, the
feed material for enrichment plants.

Uranium in the form of

hexafluoride is enriched in uranium - 235 by a gaseous diffusion
method or by centrifugation of uranium isotopes (Exhibits 259, 260).
The uranium hexafluoride is converted to uranium dioxide and
fabricated into fuel elements.

Alder, (4467-4476) has described these

operations and shown that they do not involve any particular hazards
or environmental problems not generally encountered in large-scale
chemical industry.
Baxter, (2051) and Costello,( 8640) described how the fuel loses
reactivity during the operation of -nuclear power reactors and is
removed periodically from the reactor.

Initially the fuel is stored

for at least three months in water-cooled ponds located adjacent
to the reactor, and then transported to a reprocessing facility.
The fuel is again stored in water-filled ponds and at least six
months cooling is allowed between discharge from the reactor and
reprocessing, (Exhibit 249/1).
Reprocessing is designed to recover the residual uranium and
plutonium for recycle and to concentrate the highly radioactive
waste products (fission products and small amounts of actinides)
for treatment, storage and disposal (Costello, 8640-8644). The
justification for reprocessing was queried by Pulsford(7890-7891)
and Commissioner Kelleher (8728); and

Costello, (10554) presented

a report of Allied General Nuclear Services (Exhibit 196/2) and his
own calculations (Exhibit 196/1) to show that there was a very
strong economic case for reprocessing and the recycling of both
the recovered uranium and plutonium.
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Specific issues involved in the recycling of plutonium are
described in Section A.3.2 (See also Watson, Exhibit 202/11).
At all stages of the fuel cycle, wastes are produced which
are contaminated with radioactivity. Alder> (4468-4476) indicated
that the wastes arising from uranium conversion through to fuel
fabrication are similar to those encountered in large-scale
chemical industries. Wastes from reactor operation and fuel
reprocessing contain fission products and actinides and are treated
according to the concentration of isotopes present. Section
A.3.6.2 deals with the specific issue of high level waste
management.
Transport of nuclear materials is involved in all stages of
the nuclear fuel cycle. The transport of irradiated fuel and
solidified high level waste is discussed in Section A.3.2.2.

Planned and accidental events at other stages of the fuel
cycle are considered in Section A.3.2.4.
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A. 2.

ECONOMICS AND RESOURCE ASPECTS

A.2.1

Future Trends In World Energy Consumption

In setting the scene for a discussion of uranium demand
in the future, many aspects of world energy resources, production,
consumption and resource depletion have been discussed. This
part of the final submission reviews some of these aspects of
the international energy scene which are considered to have a
bearing on potential markets for Australian uranium.
Opposing views were presented on many questions relating
to energy planning and resource use. Principal among those
affecting uranium use are:
Is any real attempt being made to slow the growth
rate in the consumption of energy and, if so, which
components of growth rate will be more readily
reduced?
Are there alternative technologies other than nuclear
power from thermal reactors which can reduce the
pressure on the use of fossil reserves immediately?
To what extent will these technologies affect the demand
for uranium in the future?
What is the comparative performance of nuclear power
and fossil fuel power stations in the terms of economics
and reliability?
Is the fast breeder reactor program proceeding satisfactorily?
How and when would commercial FBR programs affect uranium
demand?

A.2.1.1.

Long Term Energy Use Planning

In late 1973, four-fold rises in the price of oil caused
alarm among the major industrialised oil importing nations in
Western Europe, North America and Japan . This alarm was
reinforced by oil embargoes imposed on some nations during the
October 1973 war in the Middle East. Subsequent international
activities led to the formation of an eighteen-nation
International Energy Agency (IEA) within the framework
of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
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(OECD) and the formulation of the IEA Long Term Energy
Cooperation Program, (N. Barrett, Exhibit 242/1).

In this Program,

member States have bound themselves to take action on energy
conservation and the development of alternative technologies
along with other measures, designed to reduce their dependence
on imported oil (Commonwealth Government Submission, P.H. Barratt,
11753ff).
The Long Term Energy Cooperation Program embraces all
energy sources and gives attention to energy conservation
considerations.

In this overall government to government

cooperation program, IEA members see the expansion of nuclear
electricity generation capacity as a vital element in their
efforts to meet program goals (Commonwealth Government Submission,
P.H. Barratt, 11761).
A common thread running through the examples put forward
by those offering opposition to uranium mining is that by
prompt redirection of national resources, the fission economy
can generally be bypassed (Lovins, 2494) so that the significance
of the IEA initiatives does not appear to rate highly with them.
Lovins commented that "....our energy planning too often consists
of regretting steps not taken in time, combined with a setting
of goals requiring exponential growth that no one seriously
believes can be continued indefinitely, but that no one wishes
to contemplate slowing or stopping" (2494).
Historically, it would be nearer the truth to say that little
thought and attention were given to the planning of energy resource
use because alternative supplies always appeared to be available
in plenty,and at low cost (Symonds, Exhibit 202/2).
This is certainly not the attitude now apparent among those
governments seeking to resolve problems in international
energy supply and demand.

The national policies of the

major industrialised countries in relation to any one area
of cooperation,or any one energy source,are being developed with
due regard to alternative means of limiting their dependence .on
oil and achieving energy conservation (Commonwealth Government
Submission, P.H. Barratt, 11753ff and Exhibit 242/1; OECD,
Exhibit 233; US ERDA-48, Exhibit 223; Lapp 2775; U.S. Bureau
of Mines, Exhibit 212).
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Cooperation such as that proposed in the IEA Program
could have significant effects on the use of the various
energy resources available to member States now and in the
future so that historical trends in energy use will not
necessarily provide any sound guide in planning (U.S. Bureau
of Mines, Exhibit 212, pi).

Nevertheless, those concerned

and responsible for energy planning accept that it will be
difficult to change present patterns of energy consumption
markedly before 1985 (c.f. OECD, Exhibit 233 ppl-5, 162; US.
Bureau of Mines, Exhibit 212, ppl-2).
A.2.1.2.

Patterns of Energy Use and Supply

Because there is an appreciable lag experienced in
changing from one pattern of energy use and supply to another
(Symonds, Exhibit 202/2, p 19; U.S. Bureau of Mines, Exhibit 212,
p 1; Lapp 2728), diversification of energy supplies in the
medium term must rely on those energy resources and technologies
available for immediate use-

The aim of energy research and

development must be to broaden options for future choices
and to open up greater possibilities for the diversification
of energy supplies (OECD, Exhibit 233, p 162).
Some critics of nuclear power and uranium mining argue
that the transition from the present patterns of use to those
of the future employing alternative technologies such as solar
energy, can be made with the 'intelligent and sophisticated
use of coal1
energy.

(Lovins 2494) and without the use of nuclear

However on the basis of even a low total energy

consumption growth, a coal "bridge" would require greatly
increased effort (at a level difficult to achieve) over that
of the present day, particularly in the development of mines
and the training of miners, and in addition large scale financial
investment (Symonds, Exhibit 202/2, p 20).

The limitation on

the use of the world's reserves of coal is not the resource
base itself but rather the rate of its exploitation - the
limitation of mining it safely., of transporting it and of
burning it in an environmentally acceptable manner (Lapp 2728) .
All existing technologies including nuclear power, together with
a reasonable measure of conservation, will be needed to make
the transition to a broader range of energy sources if the
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industrialised countries are to stay close to their present
living standards and to their present levels of
(OECD, Exhibit 233, p 4-5; Lapp 2726-2728).

industrialisation

It is in this

context that the expansion of nuclear electricity

generation

capacity, now commercially available, is seen as vital for
various countries, even small ones such as Luxembourg,
(Commonwealth Government Submission, P.H. Barratt, 11762).
The targets set for developing nuclear capacity

immediately

after the oil price rise were realistic in terms of historic
growth but over-optimistic in the light of the subsequent downturn which the price rise produced in most economies.
In the nuclear power field, specific limitations in construction
capability, licensing time, finance and work force levels
were operative but one of the most important reasons for
lower nuclear power targets at present is the reduction
in the growth of total energy consumption compared with
that of previous years - a result of the political and economic
conditions in which countries now find themselves
Government Submission, P.H. Barratt, 11763).

(Commonwealth

Nevertheless,

Western industrialised countries have not altered the
importance which they attach to nuclear power in their energy
planning.

Projections of energy consumption indicate an

increasing use of nuclear energy because it is providing an
alternative, stable and economic supply (OECD, Exhibit 233;
Commonwealth Government Submission, P.H. Barratt, 11765).
A.2.1.3

Population Growth and Living Standards

Major factors which will continue to affect energy
demand in the medium term are the growth rate of the world's
population, and the very large proportion of the world's
population which is seeking to raise living standards from the
levels of poverty or relative deprivation.

Their needs for

food, warmth, clothing, transport and employment cannot
be met without input of energy (Commonwealth Government
Submission, P.H. Barratt, 11753ff; Symonds, Exhibit 202/2 p 24).
Further pressure on world energy supplies will inevitably
result.
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In the case of the less developed countries, increased
demands favour the fossil fuels upon which developed countries
are already making heavy demands.

Many of the developed

countries and many of those countries which have achieved a
moderate standard of development (e.g. Korea, Thailand, Middle
East countries) are seeking to diversify their supply with
nuclear electricity and to reduce their dependence on
fossil fuels (Commonwealth Government Submission, P.H. Barratt,
11765; Baxter 2040; Symonds, Exhibit 202/2). Such patterns
of development art observable facts in spite of denials raised
in evidence and in cross-examination

f.. 2 .1. 4 .

(Henderson 4097, 4129-4131).

Conservation

In OECD Exhibit 233 (pp 14-15), energy conservation is
defined as the reduction in the amount of energy consumed
without significant reduction in Gross Domestic Product,
general standard of living or of personal comfort.

It is

not seen as deriving from demand restraint by government regulation
but does embody reduction in the wasteful use of energy,
increase in the efficiency of energy conversion and end use,
and changes in living patterns.
The analysis of energy prospects to 1985 for OECD
countries suggests that the overall growth rate in
energy consumption for the period 1972-1985 would be 3.6%
with 15% conservation and 3.1% with 20% conservation,
compared with the base case considered at an estimated. 4.9%.
The achievement of the 15-20% reduction in projected energy
consumption assumes minimal reduction in individual comfort,
standard of living and fulfilment of national long run
economic growth targets (OECD Exhibit 233, pp 86-97); because
of the diverse patterns of energy consumption in different
OECD countries there would also be some diversity in the
effect which such conservation would have on such standards.
On this basis and recognising that the OECD analysis
includes a nuclear energy component of 10% by 1985, it is not
possible to sustain the claim made by opponents of nuclear
power that fossil fuels, together with conservation, can
act as a sound bridge in the transition to broader possibilities
in the field of energy technology (Lovins 2494; Henderson 4097;
Coulter 6185) .
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The caution with which all those involved in energy
planning view the potential for conservation is exemplified in
U.S. Bureau of Mines, Exhibit 212, p 26.

In the U.S. National

Plan (ERDA-48, Exhibit 223, pp 1V-4), the potential drop from
3% to less than 2% projected annual growth rate of total
energy consumption would have a very marked impact but the effort to
implement the change is just as great. It concludes that,
while conservation (efficiency actions) can substantially improve
the near term situation, it becomes inadequate as a single
solution in the longer term.
A.2.1.5.

Fast Breeder Reactor Development

Large sums of money have been spent on the development
of the liquid metal cooled, fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) in
the last 20 years.

The current status of these programs in a

number of countries was presented to the Inquiry (Symonds 8170;
See also Section A.2.5 of this Final Submission).
It has been stated in evidence (Coulter 6157, 6249;
Bockris 8016, 8032; N. Barrett 7592) that programs of
work on fast breeder technologies were being run down in
favour of other non-nuclear technologies.

In another statement

(Phelps 4294-4295), data from the U.S. ERDA budget were
advanced to show that the nuclear development program was
supported to an extent that discriminated against non-nuclear
technologies .
The trend is for increased emphasis to be placed on all
energy technologies as is evidenced by a comparison of U.S.
expenditures (Table I of this submission).

The comparison

does not support the premise of a run-down of US LMFBR
development, or discrimination against non-nuclear technologies.
The situation is similar in Britain, France and West Germany
(Symonds, 8170) .
A.2.1.6

Forecasts of Nuclear Power Programs

A number of projections of the growth of nuclear power
have been made and some have been presented in evidence (Stewart,
1823; Wright 6566).

It is important to observe that, although

some critics contest it, such estimates of nuclear power
growth are based on a very careful analysis of many factors,
some of which v/ere mentioned earlier in this Final Submission.
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TABLE I
US ERDA OPERATING BUDGET +

Millions of Dollars
1977 Estimate

Change in %
over 1976 Est.

NONNUCLEAR

Conservation R & D
Geothermal
Solar Electric
Coal
Oil Shale
Solar, Other
Petroleum and Nat. Gas
In-situ, Other than Oil Shale
TOTAL NONNUCLEAR
NUCLEAR
Reactor Safety Facilities
Fuel Cycle R & D
Security and Safeguards
Magnetic Fusion
Advanced Isotope Separation
LMFBR
Other Fission
Laser Fusion
Weapons
Basic Research
Space Nuclear Systems
Naval Reactors
Other Nuclear (*)
TOTAL NUCLEAR
(*)

91.0
49.9
73.0
388.6
12.5
43.0
32.4
8.1

.

+ 63.9
+ 57.4
+ 48.7
+ 38.7
+ 23.8
+ 16.5
- 6.1
- 6.9

698.5

+ 37.9

24.7
147.1
27.3
214.0
39.2
575.4
108.9
90.5
1153.7
204.4
32.3
220.5
1102.9

New
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

3409.9

+ 31.6

148.9
85.7
47.8
42.0
34.4
16.2
14.5
14.4
10.5
5.8
7. .9
62.3

Includes weapon? materials production and uranium
enrichment production, net after deducting toll
enriching services.
(Compiled from data in Atomic Energy Clearing
House Volume 22, February, March, April 1976:
F.RDA VTeekly Announcements, February, March,
April 1976).
Refer to evidence of Phelps (4289 ff) and crossexamination by Fry (4392).
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The Australian Atomic Energy Commission makes its own
estimates, based
on
reputable
sources
such as OECD,
and adopts a spread to give high and low estimates which make
some allowance for the uncertainties inherent in such
projections. The estimates given by Stewart and Wright are
in reasonable agreement with the latest AAEC estimates which
have made allowance .3 for falls in electricity growth
rates now in evidence in most countries e.g. Japan's latest
projection of 49 GWe of nuclear capacity in 1985 down from
60 GWe. It is important to realise that such changes often
represent a delay of only a year or two in an earlier national
program (see Wright, 1215) .
Estimates for uranium demand, discussed later, are
based on these projections which, although reasonable in
the near term (to 1985), by the turn of the century encompass
necessarily a wide bracket of values, reflecting the uncertainties
in such factors as technology changes, conservation efforts and
the general level of demand for electricity. Since the
projections presented to the Inquiry were limited mainly
to 1985 and did not go beyond 1990, they would include only a
small component arising from fast breeder reactor (FBR) capacity. AAEC
estimates include some FBR capacity in 1990 but no significant
impact of the FBR is expected until later in that decade.
Installed FBR capacity at the turn of the century is taken as
being in the bracket 50-75 GWe (Symonds 8177, 8179).
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A.2.3

Development of Non-Nuclear and Fusion Technologies

Although much has been made of the quite rapid
developments of new technologies such as fluidised bed coal
burners, solar energy, wind power, wave power, and geothermal
energy (e.g. Lovins 2491-5), much has yet to be done to determine
whether these alternative technologies will offer feasible
and economic solutions.
Even if they do provide acceptable solutions to the
supply of energy and are developed as quickly as practicable,
their contributions to world energy use are likely to be
small in this century (Lapp 2756-2757; Scriven 6491-6499;
Commonwealth Government Submission, P.H. Barratt 11775ff,
11784; Symonds, Exhibit 202/2, pp!5-17). It is recognised
in US planning (as in similar budget considerations in
countries such as West Germany and Japan) that significant
budget appropriations should be given to the development of
all new technologies (Table I of this submission; ERDA-48,
Exhibit 223; US Bureau of Mines, Exhibit 212).
In the case of nuclear fusion, it has not yet reached
the stage of technical feasibility. While the finance and
effort being expended to reach this stage are great, it is
not anticipated that this technology will contribute commercially
as an energy source in this century.
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A.2.4

Nuclear Power - Relative Economic Benefits and Costs

A.2.4.1

Economics

In making comparisons between the cost of nuclear power
systems and alternative electricity generating systems, great
care needs to be exercised when discussing capital, operating
and maintenance costs of plant and the translation of these
costs into unit costs of electricity (Alder 4435; Symonds
5720-46).

Much of the criticism presented to the Inquiry

that nuclear power system costs were not truly competitive
(Lovins 2507-9; Coulter 6155, 6215-6218) lacked a firm
basis of ground rules for the economic comparison.
The prime elements of these ground rules were presented
in only one submission (Symonds 5720-46) which also warned
against too readily accepting data and information selected
to bring out some specific point for some specific reason
while ignoring the general context of the whole economic
analysis (see also Lapp 2795-2797) .
In particular, a study of Bupp and others in the US was
frequently quoted by those opposing nuclear power on generic
grounds (e.g. Lovins 2507, 2570-1). This study found a
correlation between reactor capital costs and total project
length, and between capital costs and licensing period
(Symonds 5730). It is important to point out that these
correlations would be expected on a true value of money
basis and would appear also with coal fired plants where
delays in licensing and construction in plants of large size
have become evident. However it is not sufficient to consider
one component of the generating cost (the capital component)
in isolation (Symonds 5726) as is being done by Bupp.
The true objective (and achievement) of any electricity
generating utility is to produce electricity safely to meet
demand at the lowest possible price (Symonds 5717-5718).
This responsibility was pointed out forcefully by Titterton
(2456) "But I think the situation is demonstrated pretty clearly .
by the actions of responsible Governments all round the
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world, who are investing vast sums in nuclear energy.
And this, in its own right, indicates that under our
conditions, nuclear energy is competitive in the overall
economic system;

they wouldn't be doing it otherwise."

To give point to these comments, Lapp (2795) quoted
a study which showed that except where coal is available
close to the power plant, nuclear costs will be lower than
those for coal stations. Further data supplied by US utilities
were provided by Symonds (5732) allowing for differences
in environmental conditions between regions and in costs
between rural and urban sites - but overall, nuclear plant
generation costs for plants in the range 600-1300 MWe are
lower than for coal plants of corresponding size except in
those instances where ideal coal production conditions and
low sulphur content apply.
A.2.4.2

Finance for Nuclear Power

Programs of nuclear power plant installation require
the accumulation of a large volume of capital to finance them.
The ability of the world's finance institutions to provide
this capital outlay has been called into question (Lovins 2522).
In Lovins1 opinion, the capital intensity of the industry
is proving insupportable even for national treasuries but
gives no concrete evidence to substantiate this contention.
Earlier however (2495) he does say "For example, if world energy use increases 5% a year,
and if one large reactor is commissioned each day,
starting now, then in 2000 we will have spent 10 trillion
1975 dollars on reactors, and we must still get most of
our primary energy from fossil fuels

."

If this is the extent of his estimate, his argument on the availability of capital
should be disregarded. It is quite evident that at present large reactors
are being commissioned (and financed) at the rate of about
one every three months.
fuelled stations.)

(Similar figures apply to fossil

Even in the year 2000, on extreme

assumptions the Western World would only be commissioning a
reactor every few days with capital outlays comparable with
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many other large ventures around the world (e.g. US Bureau of

Mines, Exhibit 212) . Historically, developed countries of the western world have
spent about 5% of their GNP on power generation and thi>' has
been an acceptable and realistic level. The introduction of
nuclear plant is not seen as increasing this percentage
significantly.
Cut-backs in nuclear installation programs have been
mentioned in evidence and attributed to difficulties experienced
by utilities in raising finance (N. Barrett, 7580). The
cancellations and deferrals of plant in the USA apply-to both
nuclear and fossil-fuelled plants and are attributable to
lower growth rates in electricity demand not primarily to
financial difficulties (Commonwealth Government Submission,
P.H. Barratt, 11763). N. Barrett (7588) also claimed that
the deferrals and cancellations show no sign of abating. This
is not borne out in the last twelve months; there have been
far fewer deferrals and cancellations than in the previous year.
In the USA in 1975/76, deferrals and cancellations were 15
and 7 respectively whereas in the period January 1974 to July
1975 the figures were 107 and 12.
Stewart (1860) drew attention to delays in implementing
new projects and mentioned possible reasons as being .(among
others):
deterioration in world economic conditions;
inflation and excessive escalation in capital construction
costs;
high interest rates and other financing problems.
There are signs that inflation rates are dropping, and with a
return of more stable conditions, the problems of raising
finance should ease, with interest rates and, in consequence,
the capital component of electricity costs lowered.
A.2.4.3

Supply of Technical Manpower

The technical manpower required to realise the projected
nuclear programs in various countries and in the world in
general has been mentioned only briefly during these hearings.
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Symonds indicated (8183) that two of the constraints on
the rate of introduction of fast breeders will be finance and
available labour. He said this in relation to the question
of whether demand for uranium would be reduced suddenly
at the time fast breeders first became commercial. Lovins
commented that the commitment of scarce money, skills and time
to the nuclear program effectively forecloses the development
of the soft energy options which he favours (2491-2).
Although it is true that continued expansion of the
world's energy programs will place ever increasing demand on
the skilled manpower supply, it is not clear that such growth
in this industrial sector will seriously affect other industries
competing for the same personnel. Certainly, if the present
level of employment in the industry is expanded in proportion
to installed capacity projections, then a significant
commitment is involved. However, there are several factors
that will work against such proportioning.
As the industry matures and the present thermal nuclear
reactor designs become more standardised, the skilled manpower
required to design, fabricate, construct and regulate each
such unit will be reduced. Furthermore, some of the related
improvements in thermal nuclear reactors will be transferable
no doubt to the commercial fast breeder programs, because
of the substantial similarities of their overall designs and
attendant problems. Further development of FBR designs is
unlikely to demand as much expanded commitment of skilled
manpower to the reactor research and development sector because
much of the R & D manpower now working on thermal reactor
systems will transfer, adding to the substantial manpower
commitment to fast breeder R & D already in existence (OECD,
Exhibit 233/1, ppl54-161).
There could be some manpower supply stress in the
industrialised countries in North America by 1985 and in Europe
by 1990, but it is generally agreed that these difficulties
will be surmountable if steps are taken at an early stage to
ensure against such a limitation (e.g. OECD, Exhibit 233/1,
p!56). It should be observed that the comment also applies to
the provision of manpower for coal production (ibid, p!30) .
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A.2.4.4

Capacity Factor and Reliability of Electric
Power Stations

Symonds (5721-2) detailed the definitions of plant and
system performance indices as accepted by the generating
authorities, such as capacity factor (CF), availability factor
(AF), forced outage rate (FOR), load factor (LF) and reserve.
The capacity factor is the ratio between the actual amount of
electricity generated by a power station in any one period
to the maximum amount the station could have provided during
the same period by operating at maximum capacity, expressed as
a percentage. It is important, both financially and
operationally; financially because a higher capacity factor
generally means better utilisation of plant, and operationally
because a lower than normal capacity factor may indicate poorreliability.
The capacity factor must be used with caution when
comparing the results from one electricity system with the results
from another since it is derived from the operating situations
of the particular system, e.g. the merit order (that is the
order in which plants are chosen to fill a particular demand),
planned and forced outages (Symonds 5722-4), together with
running up to power and coming off load, etc.
While many witnesses have referred to capacity factor,
only Symonds (5717 ff) and Roberts (8196 ff) have examined
and reported on a large number of data. N. Barrett considered
Japan only (7807-9). Other witnesses ( e.g. Marshall,
4243 ref. (10) )
have generally relied upon references
such as the publications of Comey who has presented some
studies of the capacity factor of nuclear stations (see Symonds,
5735 ref. (2) ) .
In considering capacity factor, four questions have
been pursued, namely:
What is a reasonable overall value for the capacity
factor for nuclear power stations?
How does the capacity factor of nuclear plant vary
with plant age?
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How does the capacity factor of nuclear plant vary
with plant size?
What is the relative reliability of nuclear and fossilfired stations of comparable size?
(i)

Overall Capacity Factor
After consideration of planned outages, forced outages,

etc., a likely figure for the capacity factor of a large plant
would be about 65% over a year (Symonds 5724).

Many of the

operating plants exceed this level regularly in their yearly
average.
(ii)

Variation of Capacity Factor with Plant Age
A number of witnesses, mostly referring to the studies

of Comey, claimed that nuclear reactors reached a peak
capacity factor within three to five years of operation after
which it fell steadily to a low value (around 35%).

The fall-

off of capacity factor with age was raised by Smith (3999)
who stated that the peak of 75% was reached in the first
three years of operation and fell to 35% after seven years,
but when questioned by Commissioner Kelleher (4019), commented
that the information was "a long way from verified 1 .
Actual analyses of data were presented by Symonds
(5724-5, 5738 slide 3) and by Roberts (8232-3) .
ations showed some evidence of a peak.

Both present-

However, it was agreed

that, when there were few reactors at a given age, no real
significance could be given to average capacity factor in
that age bracket.

Although not stated specifically, -his

remark generally refers to reactors aged about 12 years and
older.

Roberts commented that he did not think the evidence

could be cited as showing that the capacity factor did not
fall off with age (8238) but equally, -the converse cannot be
demonstrated.
(iii)

Variation of Capacity Factor with Plant Size
Roberts examined the variation of capacity factor with

reactor size for those reactors in the 4-5 year age group and
claimed that the results showed that the capacity factor
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decreased with increasing plant size.

In the examination of

these results, it was agreed that they were highly sensitive
to the addition or removal of one reactor from the age group
(8215, 8221) and also to the displacement of the whole data
by one year as a result of the way reactor start-up was
interpreted (8224).
It was apparent that inadequate information was available
to state definitely if some sort of "law" was at work

(e.g.

that capacity factor fell off at 4% per 100-megawatts).
(Roberts 8241).

Although it was generally agreed that there

are insufficient data available to determine whether or not
the capacity factor of nuclear power plants decreases with
increasing plant size, it is accepted that improved and
expanded world data are necessary and should be carefully
analysed as they become available.
(iv)

Relative Reliability of Nuclear and Fossil-Fired Stations
Heavy emphasis is placed by the industry on improved

reliability in both fossil and nuclear plants where
difficulties are just as often in the plant outside of the
boiler and reactor respectively (Symonds 5725; 5737 slide 2).
While it was implied by Marshall (4260) that, because the
problems were different, the reliabilities of nuclear and
coal-fired stations could not be compared, evidence was available
to show (Symonds 5725) that large nuclear and fossil-fired
plants which have recently entered service have reliabilities
which are essentially the same.
Any new type or design of plant will exhibit a number
of 'teething' faults during its initial operation which will
reduce its capacity factor below the maximum achievable.
Development, operating experience and maintenance experience
will then improve the capacity factor. Any major increase
in plant size usually causes a redesign in many areas. This
new size also will normally have 'a number of 'teething1 faults
which result in a capacity factor lower than the maximum
obtained with the developed, smaller sised plant. With
development, operating and maintenance experience, this larger
size of plant would also be expected to improve its capacity
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factor. Large fossil and nuclear plants are in this 'new
design1 stage and their capacity factor can be expected to
improve (Symonds 5725) .
In summary, the capacity factor, which comprises a number
of variables, is commonly accepted as a general measure of
station reliability and relates the actual output from an
electricity generating plant to the maximum amount it could
generate in any given period.
A reasonable overall value for the capacity factor
for large nuclear power stations is at present about 65% over
a year. On the evidence presented the following facts emerged:
a)

There are insufficient data available to determine
whether or not the capacity factor falls with age
after apparently peaking in the region of eight years after
reactor startup.

b)

There is inadequate information available to determine
if there is a law to the effect that the capacity
factor of large nuclear plants falls with size.

c)

Both large fossil and large nuclear power plants have
essentially equal reliability.

It should be noted that, for forward planning purposes
such as uranium demand estimation, a capacity factor of at
least 70% is assumed (e.g. Wright, 6546).
A. 2 . 4.5

Energy Accounting

During the course of the Inquiry, the subject of
energy accounting was raised particularly in relation to the
energy required to construct and operate a nuclear power station
compared wich the amount of energy in the form of electricity
sent out during the life of the station. Those who have
expressed their opposition to the use of nuclear power systems,
and to uranium mining in consequence, have maintained that the
net energy balance does not favour nuclear power in
circumstances where the growth rate of the nuclear electric
sector is as high as the programs of some countries require »
It was apparent that the choice of ground rules used in energy
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accounting can be diverse and the conventions used depend
on the issues which are to be brought out as of importance
(Lovins 2666; Symonds 3374).

A summary of the conventions

and the basic reasons for energy accounting studies were
presented in tabular form to show the diversity of studies
(Symonds 3374; Exhibit 63).
Practitioners of energy accounting agree that the
information so derived should allow planning authorities
and governments to analyse the implications of proposed energy
policies in terms of energy inputs and outputs, and that the
information supplements but does not supplant that arising
from economic analyses (Symonds 3373, 3407). In the evidence
presented, two aspects of energy accounting were considered static energy analysis as a total input/output balance sheet
approach, and dynamic energy analysis in which time-varying
energy inputs and outputs were estimated during the growth
of the nuclear electric sector of an overall construction
program.
(i)

Static Energy Analysis - Nuclear Stations

Various analyses were advanced as showing that nuclear
power stations consumed more energy than they produced but
those authors to whom witnesses referred acknowledged in evidence
(Lovins 2675; Price, 7356) that a nuclear reactor produces
much more energy in its lifetime than is used in construction
and operation, with present grades of uranium ore and present
day technology (c.f. Symonds, Exhibit 202/10, pp 7-8).
Nevertheless it was claimed that the energy costs of
waste management were always omitted in such calculations and
it was suggested that these costs could be substantial
(Exhibit 235, p 153; Marshall 4233, 4256), though no estimates
were advanced. Symonds (3381) presented evidence which showed
that the energy required for radioactive waste vitrification
and disposal would be less than 0.1% of station output for
present day concepts.
(i i)

Dynamic Energy Analysis

Using one form of dynamic analysis, Lovins and Price
both stated that a rapidly expanding nuclear program would
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probably lead to a serious transient net energy deficit or at
least consume a large fraction of the program output of
electricity as an energy form (Lovins 2558, 2580, 2633, 2669
and 2676; Exhibit 235, pp 110, 166).

Lovins (2558, 2633) has

claimed that present day nuclear commitments will probably
increa.se the rate of consumption of fossil fuels over the
next few decades; while he agreed that the problem is a
transient one he insisted that it is a big transient (2669) .
Price (Exhibit 235 - Epilogue) indicates that a large
number of major criticisms arising from his work are based on a
misunderstanding of the conventions underlying the study.
By adopting an energy flow approach in which energy from
different sources (e.g. fossil fuel, hydro, nuclear) and of
different forms (electrical and thermal) were accounted for
separately in the growth of an electricity supply system, it
is possible to overcome problems raised in the Price method
(Symonds, 3390-3391, Exhibit 202/10) and to provide reasons
why the results such as those of Price were liable to
misinterpretation (Symonds, 3375-3389).
By analysing a system resembling that of Japan, Symonds
(3391, 3405-6) showed that there were large cumulative oil
savings for an o? 1 plus nuclear system compared with the same
system using oil alone and that a net positive contribution
to electric energy production appeared quickly and climbed
rapidly.

Studies of the programs of many countries indicated

that nuclear energy programs using present uranium grades
and process technologies operate at an energy profit within
a year of the first station being commissioned (3415) and that
there are no real world situations where nuclear power
installation programs will operate with a continuing energy
deficit (3399) .
(iii)

Reasons for the discrepancies^
Although the same energy cost data were used in both

studies, it is evident that the opposing conclusions arise
because Price considered hypothetical cases where a nuclear
program grows at a constant but high rate each year.

On the
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contrary, Symonds (3394, 3396) indicated that current national
nuclear power programs are characterised by the introduction
of a single nuclear station followed by a pause, then a
slow growth until a sustained program ensues. The sustained
programs are characterised by having high initial growth
rates (i.e. low doubling times) and as the program continues,
the growth rate slows down (i.e. longer doubling times).
In such power programs, a net energy profit occurs
shortly after the first station or two come on line. The
profit consolidates in the pause that follows. Generally, in
the subsequent sustained program, the energy profit grows
slowly for the initial high growth rate stage and then increases
rapidly as the growth rate decreases. Price (Exhibit 235,
p 207) noted that his generalised graphs of energy profit/
deficit versus doubling time for the program would give correct
results only if correctly applied and that a program whose
doubling time is changing requires more elaborate calculation
if the detailed energy dynamics are to be correctly computed.
In evidence, he went further and stated that he did not regard
the study he had made as a definitive reason for proceeding
with or rejecting nuclear power (7360).
A.2.4.6

Energy Costs in Uranium Mining Activities

Silvester

stated

( 1344 )

that there had been no

comprehensive energy Analysis for uranium mining activities.
Gymonds subsequently tendered a study of the energy costs
involved in the proposed mining and milling of uranium ores
by Ranger Uranium Mines from the Jabiru ore bodies (3380-1,
Exhibit 64). The study indicated that the total energy cost
would be 156 kWh/kg tUOg, made up as follows:
Exploratory Drilling
2
Mining and Milling
146
Establishment and Maintenance 8
156 kWh/kg U-O g
Allen stated (5973) that the overall energy account
for the Ranger project should include the energy costs for
various activities such as production and transport of materials,
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construction of plant and various facilities including those
for personnel and dependents.
Symonds1 estimate for "Establishment and Maintenance"
includes the energy cost related to $20 million (1972 dollars)
as the share of the township and maintenance services for
the mining and milling operations. Transportation of raw
materials is included in "Mining and Milling". Personnel and
related support energy costs are not included under the
conventions adopted by energy analysts for highly mechanised
operations.
In summary, the energy input (156-kWh/kg U~0p) is
small when compared with the electrical energy output achieved
when the uranium is burnt in a light water reactor (30,000 kWh/kg

u3o8).
2.4.6.1 SUMMARY

The following points with respect to this topic emerged
from the evidence:
a)

energy accounting supplements but does not supplant
economic analysis;

b)

the static energy analysis of a nuclear reactor shows
that it produces far more energy in its lifetime
than is required for its construction and operation;

c)

waste disposal carried out with present day technology
would involve energy expenditures which are less
than 0.1% of the energy produced by a reactor in its
lifetime;

d)

analysis of the energy dynamics of the nuclear sector
of real-life electricity supply systems shows that
the sector produces an energy profit shortly after
the first nuclear station goes on line. When the
nuclear sector has expanded to become a substantial
part.of the system, the energy profits are large
and accumulate rapidly.
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A. 2.5

Fast Breeder Reactors and their Possible Impact

From the early days of nuclear energy onwards, the
fast breeder reactor (FBR) has been seen as a promising means
of providing the world with a long term energy supply.

Further-

more, it is apparent that the world's uranium resources would
be extended by extracting about 60 times more energy from
each ton of uranium than is achieved in thermal nuclear
reactors (Stewart 1835).
An important point not mentioned by Stewart or
others is that the price of uranium contributes only a small
component in the price of electricity generation by FBRs
(c.f. Symonds, Exhibit 202/2).

Sources of uranium which are

now regarded as uneconomic to exploit would become commercially
attractive if required as supplementary energy resources, with
the advent of FBRs.
Since these lower grade sources are very extensive,
there is no readily foreseeable limit to the fuel available
to FBRs.

In his testimony (2736), Lapp said that, without

the FBR, the United States would have exhausted its presently
defined "resource base" by the year 2010 but if FBRs were
introduced as economic realities by 1987 he calculated that
the US "resource base" would last for 37 centuries.
It is a resource argument such as this which suggests
that the introduction of the FBR is important in energy resource
terms (see also de Bruin, 8259).

Without it, there will be

vast reserves of depleted uranium stockpiled around the world
with an enormous energy inventory which would not be tapped.
Lapp (2788) put this in some perspective by estimating the
value of depleted uranium reserves in the enrichment plant
tails which will accumulate at Oak Ridge (which is only one
stockpile) over the next 25 years.

Comparing this with coal

at an average price of $50 per ton, there would be the
equivalent of fuel worth

20

million million dollars in

that one store.
Information on the then current situation in regard to
the status of programs for research, development and possible
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commercialisation of fast breeder reactors has been made
available (Symonds 8170; Stewart, 1835).

The AAEC agrees

with their conclusions that the FBR is not likely to be
considered commercial until around 1990 and that it is
important to continue FBR programs.
Earlier mention was made of the incorrect suggestions
that FBR programs are being run down (Coulter 61-57; Bockris,
8016). The more extreme assertion that Britain and France
had both decided to cease progress on the FBR is quite false.
It was recently announced that the French Government had
approved the Super Phenix FBR project which will be of 1200 MW
capacity and may thus be considered as the first FBR of
commercial size.
Comments have been made that FBRs have not lived up
to their predicted breeding capability (Bockris, 8023, 8032).
It is perhaps correct to emphasise that the breeding ratio,
and hence fuel doubling time, is a very important consideration
(Symonds, 8180). For an FBR program to be self-sustaining
and to meet future energy growth demands, fuel doubling times
need to be around 10 years on past electricity growth patterns.
Because of their small physical core size, existing prototype
FBRs have a breeding ratio close to unity i.e. they are near
self-sustaining but do not produce enough new fuel to support
a growing program. The laraer 'commercial1 FBRs will have
larger physical core sizes and will accommodate core blankets
which will improve breeding ratios. Experience in France,
the United Kingdom, West Germany and the USSR suggests that
FBR programs are worthwhile and will proceed.
From the above evidence it can be seen that the real
impact of the FBR will be to make far greater use of the
world's uranium resources and in doing so will provide greater
flexibility in the use of other energy resources. Certainly
the large scale deployment of FBRs would bridge the gap between
the present mix of fossil and thermal nuclear power stations
and the future possibilities of fusion, solar, wind or wave
power.
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It must be stressed that, so far, no one has been able to
provide evidence that such alternative energy conversion
systems can be developed sufficiently

to allow them to generate

electricity on a commercial basis in this century.
stated (2431) "

As Titterton

if the demand for energy continues to

grow, as it evidently will, large-scale electricity generation
with fast breeder reactors is inevitable - it is -the only
additional large-scale source presently available".
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A.2.7

Uranium Demand S Supply

Estimates of the future requirements for uranium,
the available production capacity and the possible market
for Australian uranium producers were presented by Wright
(6541) and by Stewart (1814). Specific comments on the
market for uranium in Japan were submitted by K. Barrett
(7833) , by Stork (11678 ff) on the market in the USA and
by Waddams (Exhibit 209) on the market in Western Europe.
In assessing this evidence, it must be emphasised
that the market for uranium (as for most commodities) is
changing continually and the numerical .estimates of the
market must be updated and reassessed if they are to be
of value for planning purposes. There are a number of factors which,
should be taken into account in assessing future uranium demands.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

there appears to be no viable alternative to the
continued growth of nuclear power (and hence the
demand for uranium) if the present lifestyle of
advanced countries is to be maintained over the
new few decades, and the lifestyle of underdeveloped countries is to be significantly improved;
the growth of electricity demand (which nuclear
power serves) has historically been highly predictable,
although there have been short-term fluctuations in
individual countries due to changes in economic
activity. Any future change in energy-use patterns
is also likely to be gradual and predictable. In
short, nuclear power serves a stable basic industry;
in spite of uncertainties in detail, the projected
rate of growth of nuclear power is high;

(iv)

once committed to a nuclear power station, a utility
requires uranium supplies, on a predictable program,
for the next 20-40 years?

(v)

uranium has almost a single end-use as a fuel in
nuclear reactors; the demand is therefore predictable
within the limitations of growth of the nuclear power
industry (including its diversification from electrical
generation only to high and low temperature heat sources);
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(vi)

there is no prospect for substitution of uranium with
other fuels in a given nuclear power station and
any trends to new nuclear power systems which might
.affect uranium demands are of a long-term predictable
nature (Symonds, Exhibit 202/2).
These remarks are included here because it is often

too easy to lose the perspective of the industry in discussion
of detailed numerical estimates of the market.

Nevertheless,

detailed estimates are required by uranium mining companies
and the Government for planning purposes, and as an
indication to this Inquiry of the viability and future
growth of the industry.
Tables 2.7.1-4 (attached) show a comparison of the
estimates submitted by Stewart (AUPF, 1814) and Wright
(6541) fortTable 2.7.1 - Comparison of estimates of future nuclear
generating capacity (including "low" OECD
values)
Table 2.7.2 - Comparison of estimates of future uranium
requirements
Table 2.7.3 - Comparison of estimates of future uranium
production capacity
Table 2.7.4 - Comparison of estimates of the uncommitted
market for uranium to 1985
The following comments are submitted on these data:(i)

The estimate by bright of nuclear generating capacity
in 1985 (Table 2.7.1) is significantly less than the
AUPF estimate, although more in line with the low
value given by CECD.

The values given by Wright

would now tend to be decreased slightly due to
continuing modifications in these programs, as
detailed in evidence (Wright, 12157 ff).
The submission from N. Barrett (7833) argued that
Japan would achieve 20-30 GWe capacity by 1985,
compared with the value of 46 GWe submitted by Wright.
We recognise that the Japanese program calls for a
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large number of reactors to be installed in the
1983-5 period and, in this sense, a small slippage
could reduce the installed capacity in 1985
significantly (Wright, 12157 ff). However, the
effect of this on uranium demand will be small
because the utilities are committed to deliver
uranium on the original schedule set out in their
contracts with enrichment plants. Any reduction
in the nuclear power growth rate will mainly
affect uranium requirements in the post-1985 period.
(ii) The estimates of uranium requirements (Table 2.7.2)
by Wright (6541) are lower than those given by
Stewart because of the assumption of a lower nuclear
power program and the assumptions that uranium from
spent reactor fuel is recovered and recycled from
1979 onwards and that plutonium recovered from
spent fuel is recycled from 1981/3 onwards. Recent
moves in the USA and elsewhere to close the nuclear
fuel cycle (i.e. install reprocessing capacity)
suggest that the lower values may be a better basis
for planning.
(iii) The estimates of Wright and Stewart of future production
capacity (excluding Australia) (Table 2.7.3), are in
good agreement in total, although differing in detail.
Specifically, Wright projects a lower capacity in
' 1985 from France and its African interests (Gabon,
Niger) and from. Namibia, whilst his estimates for
Canada are somewhat higher than those given by
Stewart.
Stork (11678 ff) argued, that production capacity in
the USA might only be about 18,700 tonnes uranium per
year in 1980 and 20,000 tonnes per year in 1985,
compared with the estimate by Stewart of 30,800 tonnes
per year in 1985 and the estimate by Wright of 30,00035,000 tonnes per year in 1985. This is a critical
point of difference because its outcome bears heavily
on the ability of Australian producers to penetrate the
US Market. Wright (12157 ff) recognised the possible
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limitations on the US producers achieving this capacity
in terms of their definition of adequate reserves and the
available finance, drilling equipment, mine labour
etc. He argued however that the programs under way
in the US at present (e.g. the National Uranium
Resource Evaluation Program) have the potential to ,
realise these goals, and this should be recognised.
Because of its influence on Australian marketing,
however, this situation must be kept continually
under review.
(iv)

The estimate by Wright (Table 2.7.4) of the cumulative
uncommitted market over the period 1976-85 (259,000
tonnes U) is significantly lower than the estimate
by Stewart of about 307,000 tonnes U. The European
market estimates by Wright and. by Waddams (Exhibit 209)
are within 5,000 tonnes U for the EEC but Waddams
is 12,000 tonnes U higher for the 'Rest of Western
Europe'. Wright provided for planned domestic production
by Spain and Sweden, Waddams gave no comment on how
his estimates were derived. Since Wright's evidence
was presented, there have been a number of events
which would suggest a revision of the estimates.
These events are:(a) Over the last six months there has been
continuing contract activity and a further part
of the market has been committed.
(b) A number of established producers in the USA, and
the major South African producer, have returned
to the market and are now offering, or about to
conclude, contracts for some of the market.
(c) The presence of Australian company representatives
overseas making enquiries of the market has been
interpreted as evidence that Australian production will
be available by the early 1980s and has caused some
relaxation of buying policies (including some
inte.r-trading of stockpiles) and hence an apparent
decrease in requirements.
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(d)

A number of utilities which are heavily

dependent on supplies from Namibia have expressed
concern over security of deliveries should
political unrest increase and are therefore moving
to secure additional supplies where necessary.
(e)

The initial impact on the market of the failure

of one large US producer to meet contract commitments
appears to be easing and the short-term situation
has been resolved, by a Court decision.
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TABLE 2.7.1
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES OF FUTURE NUCLEAR GENERATING CAPACITY
(gigawatts electrical)

AUPF

1980
WJW OECD

1.7

n/a

3.6

3.5

2.3

16

18.0

20.4

46

37

9.5
56

3.3

3.2

19

18.3

19.1

42

44

44.6

0.6

0.6

3

3.0

15

17

26.4

0.5

0.5

n/a

0.5

1.4
0.5

3

3.5

5.6

4.8

12

11.8

11.1

18

15.4

n/a
1.0

14.6
1.1

n/a
1.1

n/a
8

55.2
8.3

n/a
8.7

3.0
n/a
3.0

3.2

3.2

8

7.9

7.4

1.0

1.0

4.9

3.8

n/a

n/a

n/a
13

n/a

n/a

22
n/a
7.5
39

19.8

n/a

79

81.4

2.5
5.0

2.5

n/a

n/a
7.2

6.6

18

16.2

17

37.2

40.1

87

85.3

82.2

3.5

1.0

1.0

18

8.1

8.6

56

40

42.6

198.2

179194

514

472

479530

1975
WJW
(2)

Country/Region

AUPF
(1)

Belgium
France
Germany (FRG)

1.7
2.9

U.K.

n/a
2.5
4.0
1.5
n/a
7.0

Total EEC
Spain
Sweden

Italy
Netherlands

Switzerland
Other European
Total Western
Europe
Canada
Japan
USA
Other We stern
World

Total Western
World

72

65.5

OECD
(3)

69

202

7.2

i

AUPF
n/a

n/a
16

WJW

= Table 2 of Submission by Wright

(3)

OECD = OECD/NEA/IAEA Report (Exhibit 121)

9

n/a 133 n/a
26
22 23,7
15
12 11.3
n/a
8
8
37
n/a n/a

197 182
n/a 15
45
46
216 189

(1) AUPF = Table 5 of Submission by Stewart (1814 ff)
(2)

1985
WJW OECD

(6541 ff)

n/a

18.4
49

205
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TABLE 2.7.3
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES OF FUTURE
URANIUM PRODUCTION CAPACITY

(tonnes uranium per year)

1980

1975
Country /Region

AUPF(1)

Canada

4600

France

WJVT2) AUPF

1700
3100

Gabon
Niger

800
1200

f

Namibia
3500

6200

10000

14000

19200

770

500

2300

21500

26300

46200

(1) AUPF

= Stewart (1814 ff)

(2)

= Wright (6541 ff)

WJW

j

3000

Others

TOTALS
(Excluding
Australia)

\ 4600

3800

South Africa
USA

9200

4600

1985
WJW

AUPF

10000

11500

1200015000
2000

9200

1000
40006000
4000

20003000
800
30004000
20004000
4000

1975
1980
1985

25,600 tonnes U/yr
60,000 tonnes U/yr
87,000 tonnes U/yr

6200

20000- 30800
25000
2000
3100

43800- 69200
52800

OECD (WESTERN WORLD) ESTIMATES
(Exhibit 121)

7700

WJW

60008000
3000035000
30005000
6200076000

•
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TABLE 2.7.4
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES OF THE UNCOMMITTED
MARKET FOR URANIUM TO 1985

(Tonnes uranium)
Stewart (1814 ff) in excess of 400,000 short tons U30g (307,000 tonnes U)
Wright (6541 ff) USA
EEC
Other Europe
Japan
Other Western World

136,700
65,700
23,600
15,000
18,000
259,000

Waddams (Exhibit 209) EEC
Rest of W. Europe

61,100
35,600
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A.2.8.

Market Prices of Australian Uranium

Evidence on historical and current prices for
uranium was given to the Inquiry by Wright (6541), Stewart
(1814 ff), Grey (2852 ff) and others. However, there has
been no specific, reliable reference to future market
prices.
Wright (6541 ff) suggested that a minimum price of
US$20-25 per pound U.,0_ (in 1976 money values) might prevail
for the next decade or so, on the argument that prices lower
than this would seriously prejudice the ability of some
high cost producers (notably in the USA) to maintain operations.
If prices slipped to (or below) this level, these marginal
producers would be forced out of the market, leading to a
shortage of production capacity and eventually to the
recovery of these prices.
It is emphasised that these are minimum price levels;
the actual future market prices will depend on market
conditions and specifically whether it is a buyers market
(i.e. an excess of uranium being offered relative to demand)
or a sellers market(i.e a shortage relative to demand).

Until

recently, a sellers market existed and spot prices have risen
rapidly from about US$15 per Ib. U000 in January 1975 to over
J o
US$40 per Ib.
None of the submissions presented to the Inquiry
suggested that this sharp increase in prices will be maintained
and most anticipated that the availability of production from
Australia and expansion of production elsewhere would have the
effect of moderating price rises or even reducing prices in
real terms.

In this context, it must be emphasised that the

balance between a buyers and sellers market is extremely fine
and requires only the appearance (as distinct from the fact)
of a glut or shortage to exist, to markedly influence prices
offering, particularly on spot sales.
Wright (12157 ff) quoted from the May 1976 issue of the
Monthly Report to the Nuclear Industry, published by the Nuclear
Exchange Corporation of USA, to the effect that prices had
stabilised over the previous two months.
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their
world
floor
event

Australian producers have stated to the Inquiry (1814)
intentions to write contracts in terms of a negotiable
market price supported by a base or "floor" price. The
price would ensure an acceptable level of profit in the
of a down-turn in world price.

Wright (12157) argued that the acceptable level of profit
might be determined by reference to the costs which other world
producers experience, since in most cases these producers would
be affected by a down-turn in prices before Australia. On
these arguments he considered that .Australian producers might
be seeking a floor price of at least US$25 per Ib. U_0 0 (in 1976
J O
values) in contracts, with full provision for escalation of this
price according to changes in cost indices in Australia.
This floor price, incorporated into the terms of
contract, is the only basis which producers have for estimating
the long term profitability of their projects. Whilst they
might make "windfall profits" from higher (world market) prices
if circumstances permit, these cannot be assured, and would be an
unacceptable basis, for example, on which to raise finance.
(Wright, 6541).
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A.2.11

The Potential Export Market for Australian Uranium

Estimates of the potential future level of exports of
Australian uranium were given by Wright (6514 ff). These
estimates were based on an assessment of the potential market
and did not consider the question of whether it was practical
(or desirable) to build mines and mills to achieve these levels
of exports.
Within the limitations of the available market, an
optimum rate of development and export would require a
compromise between the following factors:(i) maximised overseas revenue (i.e. combination of
tonnage exported and price achieved);
(ii) maximised individual company profits (and hence taxation);
(iii) maximised

efficient use of

(or minimised competition

for) internal resources such as construction
finance, labour;

facilities,

(iv) minimised environmental damage; and
(v) appropriate recognition of Australia's international
trading responsibilities.
An optimum rate of development is clearly not the biggest
export tonnage, since this could lead to flooding of the
market, depression of prices, low profitability, inefficient use
of internal resources and excessive environmental impact.
The Government has recognised the existence of these
problems in its statements to the Inquiry

(Commonwealth

Government Submission. Larkin, 7204) and emphasised that it
wishes to see orderly development of the industry with full
consideration b^ing given to these (and other) factors of
importance.
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A.3.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS

A.3.2.1

Planned and Accidental Events at Nuclear Power
Stations'

3.2.1.1

Relevant Technical Details

A brief description of the essential technical features
of nuclear reactors is given in Section A.1.1. Details of
design safety features were discussed by Higson (8799ff) and
are given in Exhibits 145 and 201.
Nuclear power stations, like many other industrial
installations and engineering structures, contain potential
hazards but are made safe by appropriate design, construction
and operation (Higson, 8812 and Exhibit 145). The routine
effluents of normal operation can be controlled at a cost to virtually
any extent required by public health authorities (Higson, 8793)
and a serious reactor accident could only occur if there were
several coincidental failures of different components of the plant.
Reactors are designed on the assumption that components will fail
in service and redundancy is provided in all protective equipment
such as the automatic shut-down system and emergency core cooling
systems. In other words, two or more components or systems
are provided to perform the same function so that, if one fails,
the function is still performed.
It is possible that several failures could occur
simultaneously from the same cause, or that one failure could
result from another failure. To guard against this and reduce
the probability of an accident caused by such a "common mode
failure", diversity of protection is used, i.e. a number of
diverse and quite different "lines of defence" are provided :
the application of very high standards of engineering
to ensure the integrity of the plant;
the provision of multiple protective systems, each with
a high degree of redundancy; and
multi-barrier containment of fission products provided
by the ceramic fuel material, its metallic cladding,
the boundary of the reactor coolant circuit and (for
most reactor types) a separate containment building.
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3.2.1.2

Quality Assurance and Regulation

Good engineering practice is always conservatively based
upon practical development and limited extrapolations from past
experience (Higson, 8810ff). However, because all possible
contingencies are neither known to nor under the control
of the designer, and because of the chances of human error,
it is still necessary to guard against failures and to undertake
strict auditing and inspection in order to assure the achievement
and maintenance of the required standards of quality in plant
and in its operation (Baxter, 2194ff; Titterton, 2475, 2477ff;
Exhibit 145).
The management of quality assurance is the responsibility
of the operator and, in the case of potentially hazardous
activities, it is normal for governments to exercise an
additional independent supervisory function through licensing
and regulation. All countries with significant nuclear power
programs have national regulatory authorities which set
standards for the industry, approve sites, designs and operating
procedures for plant, and license plants and operators.
Compliance of the industry with regulatory standards is assured
by independent inspection at all stages of design, construction
and operation of plants. The function of licensing and
regulation has undoubtedly been a major contributor to the
excellent safety record of nuclear power generation throughc at
the world (Higson, 8805, 8812; Exhibits 145 and 201).
3.2.1.3

Planned Events in Nuclear Power Stations

Little evidence was given by those opposed to nuclear
energy questioning the adequacy of standards for emission of
radioactive materials during the normal operation of nuclear
power stations, nor the ability of the industry to achieve
these standards.
During the normal operation of nuclear power generating
plant, controlled amounts of radionuclides- of the noble gases
in elemental form, tritium as water vapoui, and iodine
either as the element
to the atmosphere.

or as

organic compounds will be discharged

47.
Liquid wastes from the reactors contain tritium as HTO and activation
radionuclides of iron, cobalt, nickel and zinc (see for example
BEIR, Exhibit 286).
External dose rates to the average individual member
of the general public due to power reactor effluents can and
are being kept to a very small fraction of the recommended dose
limits of 500 mrem/y.

If whole body gamma doses at the

boundary of each reactor site were kept to 5 mrem/y

(which had

been proposed in the USA by the U.S.A.E.G.)
whole body doses to individual members of the general public
in the US in 1970 and 2000 have
been estimated to average 0.002
«
mrem and 0.17 mrem respectively (Exhibit 286, pp 15,16).
Pochin states that the collective doses to populations
within 80 km of boiling water reactors, gas cooled reactors and
pressurised water reactors from discharges to atmosphere are
0.02, 0.04, and 0.01 man.rem/MW(e)y respectively and that the
global dose from a pressurised water reactor is not likely
to exceed 0.1 man.rem/MW(e)y (Exhibit 218A).
He summarises collective doses from all liquid discharges
from nuclear reactors and deduces that the maximum exposure
rate from liquid discharges is 0.001 man.rem/MW(e)y.

He doubles

this to allow for future dose commitment.
With regard to solid wastes from reactors he states that
with appropriate techniques of disposal it is to be expected
that population exposure would be minimal (Exhibit 218/A, pp 27,28).
Pochin's figures are supported by Holy and Kemeny
(12124) .
Pochin assumes that a population dose of 10

man.rem

will give rise to about 150 fatal and 100 curable malignant
tumours and 300 genetic abnormalities, of which 50 would occur
in the first generation after exposure (Exhibit 218/A,p 34).
Thus his figure of 0.1 man.rem/MW(e)y for the global dose from
pressurised water reactors implies 0.015 fatal malignancies,
0.01 curable malignancies and 0.03 live births with genetic
abnormalities per year per 1000 MW(e) reactor.
It has been estimated (WASH - 1139/74) that there could be some
three thousand 1000 MW(e) nuclear power stations in the world by
by the year 2000.
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The normal operation of these stations would thus, on the
above figures, lead to :
45 fatal malignancies per year;
30 curable malignancies per year; and
90 live births with genetic abnormalities per year
throughout the world.These incidence rates may be compared with
the corresponding number of cases to be expected-to arise
from irradiation of the world's population by the natural
background dose rate of about 100 mrem/y. With a population
9
of 4 x 10
the population dose rate due to background is
o

4 x 10 man rem per year. The corresponding incidence rates
due to background are thus:
60,000 fatal malignancies per year;
40,000 curable malignancies per year;
120,000 live births with genetic abnormalities per year.
Reed (3964, 3965), however, claims that the threat to
human life from low-level radiation from nuclear reactors and
other steps in the nuclear chain is only now beginning to be
understood.

He quoted two authors (Sternglass -and Drake) who

have reported correlations between power reactor operating
parameters and local community health statistics as examples
that a threat exists.
Sternglass has written extensively on the health effects
of low level radiation;

see, for example, the entries under

his name in the General Bibliography, Appendix A, of the BEIR
report (Exhibit 286).
1

Sternglass

The BEIR report comments as follows on

claim that changes in infant mortality correlate

with temporal changes in low levels of environmental radiation
(Exhibit 286, p 178) :
1

It is clear that the correlations presented
in support of the hynothesis depend on arbitrary
selection of data supporting the hypothesis and
the ignoring of those that do not. In several
regards the data used by Sternglass appear to be
in error

49.
'In short, there is at the present time no
convincing evidence that the low levels of
radiation in question are associated with
increased risk of mortality in infancy.
Hence, for the purposes of this report, no
estimate of risks are considered to be applicable. '
Phelps (4377),

Bockris (8033) and de Bruin (8901) also quote

the work of Sternglass.

de Bruin suggests that criticism of

Sternglass' work may be unnecessarily harsh.

Fry stated that

Sternglass' work has not been accepted by the Scientific
Establishment (4378).
Pochin (Exhibit 218/A, p 23) estimates the collective
dose due to occupational exposure to reactor operators as
2 man.rem/MW(e)y.

He implies but does not state that individual

exposures generally result in annual doses below maximum
permissible limits.

The safety of the nuclear energy industry

with respect to exposure of those working in it, is discussed
in the AAEC's Information Paper No. 8 (Exhibit 202/8; see also
discussion of this subject in A.3.2.5 below),
3.2.1.4

Accidental Events at Nuclear Power Stations

Most references to reactor safety during the Inquiry were
concerned with accidental events.

One submission (Higson, 8791ff)

was devoted entirely to reactor safety and a number of other
submissions included substantial statements on this subject,
viz Baxter (2033)/ Titterton, (2424); Lovins (2487ff)jLapp (2718ff);
Henderson (4086ff)jNazer(4156ff); Phelps (4261ff) > Coulter (6152ff) ;
de Bruin (8855ff); and Holy and Kemeny (12081ff, 12114ff).

Many

other briefer statements were made in the form of unsubstantiated
personal opinions but these are all covered by the aforementioned
submissions and are therefore not discussed below.
some significant statements were made during

However,

cross-examination

of a number of witnesses.
Exhibits 81, 109, 145, 201, 203, 235, 241, and 278 also
refer to accidental events.
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3.2.1.5

The Role of Public Intervention

Several claims have been made that important reactor
safety information has been officially distorted or suppressed,
particularly by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in
the USA, and that action by Friends of the Earth, Union of
Concerned Scientists, etc. and public enquiries have been
necessary to uncover the facts.

If this were generally true

the implications would be disquieting.

Examples -of subjects

in relation to which this claim has been made were as follows:
the accident at Browns Ferry: - Exhibit 81.
the incidents at Dresden 2 and 3: - Lapp (2773-4).
the updated version of WASH-740 : - Coulter (6157),
Hayes (Exhibit 241).
the shortcomings and lack of experimental verification
of the emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) :Lovins (2502, 2707), Henderson (4102-3), Coulter (6172),
Hayes (Exhibit 241).
These items are discussed at greater length below, but
the following brief observations are relevant here.

Undoubtedly

the nev/s media and the public are often given information
less quickly than they would like. This is usually fully justified
by the need to arrive at balanced judgements and for the review
and verification of facts, which is the reason why reports in
refereed technical jornals are reliable but rarely newsworthy.
The advantages of review generally outweigh

the disadvantages

(Lapp, 2758-9).
This was illustrated by the Browns Ferry accident
(Exhibit 146 and Higson, 8805-6, 8841-2).

Comey's account

(Exhibit 81) amply demonstrates that biased and inaccurate
conclusions can be reached if all the facts are not taken into
account.

The NRC would obviously not make a comprehensive

statement until it had ascertained the facts, but eventually
it published an exhaustive investigation

(the Summary & Conclusions

of which form part of Exhibit 146), which showed that the risks
had been very small.
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There had been no need to alert the emergency organisation with
regard to a release of radioactivity because there was no such
release nor was there any reason to expect one.
In the earlier Dresden incidents, however, it appears
that a more vigorous immediate investigation and greater
dissemination of information would have been in the public's
interest.
In the case of ECCS, the problems were widely known
to specialists in the technical community without mass publicity.
The AAEC took these problems fully into account in assessing
tenders for Jervis Bay (Higson, 8842) well before they became
a public issue in the USA. As a result of the ECCS public hearings,
the cladding transient temperature limit of 2300°F in the US
Atomic Energy Commission's Interim Acceptance Criteria for ECCS
for Light Water Reactors was replaced by two criteria,
lowering the temperature limit to 2200°F and providing a limit
on the maximum allowed local oxidation.
The problem with the updating of WASH-740 was again
that it did not take all important factors into account (Higson,
8833-4). The subsequent study by Rasmussen (Exhibit 201)
put this to right by including probabilities as well as
consequences, but it will be noted that the maximum consequences
found by Rasmussen were quite as high as those referred to in
i
the updating of WASH-740 (compare Coulter, 6157 with Higson,
8796).
These are highly technical matters in which final
judgements must balance many diverse and sometimes competing
factors and items of evidence. One may agree with Lovins (2489)
to the extent that decision making in national policy should not
be left to experts,but also agree with Lapp (2682, and elsewhere)
that one must rely on experts for correct information on which
to base decisions.
3.2.1.6.

Concepts of Risks

Past experiences of accidents provide a basis for judging
the future risk from similar accidents. However, in some cases,
the possibility clearly exists that accidents could occur with
far worse consequences than any that have occurred in the past.
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This may be because the ''robability of such accidents is low,
or because experience has been limited.

The critics of nuclear

power appeared to consider that the latter was the case and
that only the worst conceivable consequences of hypothetical
reactor accidents should be taken as a measure of the risk associated
with nuclear power. (Henderson, 4140; Nazer, 4159; Phelps,4300;
Coulter, 6157; Hayes, Exhibit 241).

Other witnesses saw the

absence of accidents as significant experience in itself and
attempted to relate the consequences of hypothetical events
to their probabilities (Baxter, 2049; Titterton, 2479; Higson,
8794, 8799). Three possible criteria of risk therefore emerged
and the following information may be extracted from the record
to examine risks on the basis of these criteria. In all
cases the risk of death is given and is expressed as a
very approximate or 'order-of-magnitude figure:
(i)

Average risk per individual per year in the USA,
(Titterton, 2446; Exhibits 145 and 201):

(ii)

Commercial reactor accidents
(100 reactors)

1 in 100,000,000

Lightning strikes

1 in

2,000,000

Aircrashes (including people
on the ground)

1 in

100,000

Drowning

1 in

30,000

Motor vehicle accidents
(including pedestrians)

1 in

3,000

All accidental causes

1 in

1,600

Smoking (20 cigarettes per day) 1 in

200

The worst consequences of single events which
have been experienced (Exhibits 145 and 201):
Commercial reactor accident
Aircrash

0
200

Explosion

1,000

Dam failure

2,000

Earthquake

100,000
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(iii)

The worst consequences of single events
suggested during the Inquiry, regardless
of probability. (Coulter, 6157; Higson,
8795, 8796 and 8810; Exhibits 145 and 201):
Aircrash in a city

30,000

Commercial reactor accident

50,000

Dam failure

260,000

Supernova

the whole human race

Several witnesses (Coulter, 6172; Hayes, Exhibit 241)
claimed that comparisons between nuclear risks and other risks
were not valid. These arguments did not take into account
that all risks mentioned in this context can be reduced by
taking precautions but none of them (where the hazard exists)
can be entirely eliminated. Furthermore, it is not suggested
that these risks should be accepted, merely that they are
accepted even by people who are fully aware of them and could
take steps to reduce them (Higson, 8809-10, 8826-8, 8846).
The most useful comparisons are between risks associated with similar
benefits (e.g. nuclear power stations compared with hydroelectricity dams).
As a corollary to this, people who advocate less generation of
power, because of its risks, should evaluate the effects upon
human health and safety of the reduced availability of power.
3.2.1.7

The Rasmussen Report

Most of the submissions on reactor safety included reference
to the Rasmussen Report, also known as the Reactor Safety Study
(RSS) and WASH-1400 (Exhibit 201). Higson (8794-6, 8798, 8800-1,
8806, 8811, 8816ff) drew heavily upon it for risk estimates and
other information.
The RSS is a study of risks from light water reactors of
the type currently used in the USA for power generation. As
there have been no significant accidents in such reactors, the
study based estimates upon hypothetical accidents. From a detailed
knowledge of the plants it was possible to identify combinations
of equipment failure which could lead to significant health and
safety consequences outside the reactor and a study of all such
accidents led to an assessment of the overall risk. The RSS
evaluated their consequences from experimental data, and their
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probabilities from experience of failures of similar equipment in
a similar environment.
The RSS is not unique in addressing this type of problem
(Higson, 8791, 8793, 8800, 8805) and its techniques are widely
used in the nuclear and other industries. However it is the most
comprehensive published study of risks in reactors.
A large number of criticisms were levelled at the RSS during
the Inquiry and in supporting documents cited by witnesses. The
RSS received general endorsement from Baxter (2187ff); Titterton
(2479); Higson, (8802,8805); and Holy and Kemeny (12125).
Specific criticisms are discussed below. Lovins (2501) made
the major but generalised criticism that the RSS has been
substantially discredited by independent review. However, Higson
(8801ff) reported that, although most reviews of the draft RSS
criticised it in detail, he had found only one major published
review (the joint review by the Union of Concerned Scientists
and the Sierra Club) which did not support its general conclusions.
With this one exception the composite view of the critics appears
to be that:
the RSS gives a realistic assessment of the risk
from commercial nuclear power stations; and
the RSS demonstrates that this risk is very
low indeed and much lower than other risks which
society now accepts.
The validity of the conclusions of the RSS depends upon
continued regulation of nuclear power generation by an effective,
independent licensing body.
The results of the RSS do not apply to reactors (e.g. fast
reactors) or design features (e.g. plutonium recycle) which have
not been licensed for commercial operation; these were not included
in the study. However, because regulatory standards are generally
consistent, the conclusion that reactor risks are very low will
be valid for properly licensed nuclear plants, both now and in
the foreseeable future, including reactor types other than light
water reactors (Higson, 8839).
*

It is .reported that the USEPA is critical of the risk
estimates appearing in the final RSS report. This
EPA review is not yet available to the AAEC.
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3.2.1.8

Methodology of the RSS

Lovins (2501 and 2846), Phelps (4305), Coulter

(6171ff,

6254ff) and Hayes (Exhibit 241) in particular were critical of
the methods of analysis used in the RSS (Exhibit 201).

These

criticisms fall under four main headings:
(1)

Quotations from acknowledged experts expressing doubts
that probabilities of accidents can be assessed.

Lapp,

(2846) poirted out that most of these quotations dated
from at least five years ago and had been overtaken by
recent developments in assessment techniques.

Lovins,

(2844-5) also quoted Farmer's view that "it is hard to
show a failure rate (for failure of engineering systems)
in the range one in a million to one in ten million with
reasonable confidence."
engineering systems was
the estimates of annual
Rasmussen for accidents

However, probability of failure of
only one factor in
probability made by
which might occur under widely

ranging sets of conditions.

Rasmussen's estimates, down

to one in a thousand million per year, included factors
such as the variability of weather conditions and
population distributions, as well as probabilities of
engineering failure.
(ii)

Statements that the US National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) had abandoned the use of
probabilistic methodology because it had produced erroneous
estimates.

However, a letter from NASA to the NRC (8802-3),

while not endorsing the results of the RSS, does endorse the
value of the methodology and demonstrates that the reason
for its restricted use in the space program was specific to
that program.

This reason (lack of data on the behaviour of

components in relevant environments) does not apply to the
nuclear power program (8804).
(iii)

Arguments developed by the Union of Concerned Scientists
and the Sierra Club that the methodology used in the RSS
was not applicable to the assessment of risks from nuclear
power stations. Higson (8803-5) rebutted these arguments,
showing them to be based upon conditions relating to the
space program and not to the nuclear power program for the
same reasons as in (ii) above.
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(iv)

The obvious possibility that some combinations of
component failure in a complex system may have been
overlooked.

The significance of this criticism

was shown by Higson,(8818) to be minor.
3.2.1.9

The Accuracy of the RSS

Doubts have been cast, in particular by Myers, crossexamination of Baxter (2190ff), Lovins (2501, 2543, 2551,
2843ff) Coulter, (6170ff) and Hayes (Exhibit 241) on the
data and methods of calculation used in the RSS. A general
criticism was that the estimates of consequences of accidents,
and even more so of their probabilities, were underestimated.
To some extent this criticism of the estimates of
consequences in the draft RSS was justified.

These estimates

were amended in the final document, which was used as a source
of information by Higson.
The alleged underestimation of probabilities was rebutted
by Kigson (8817).

These estimates were intended to be realistic

for the purpose of the RSS, whereas the opponents of nuclear
power would have preferred to see highly conservative estimates
used.
It should also be noted that the conclusion of the RSS,
that risks from nuclear power stations are substantially lower
than other risks which society already accepts, would be
unchanged by an increase in probability or consequence by a
factor of a hundred or more (8805).
Lovins (2542) made generalised statements that information
necessary for these estimates was unknown or unknowable.

Some

of these remarks applied to sabotage and to the performance of
ECCS in loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) but to some extent they
were unspecific and are therefore difficult to discuss.

Higson,

(8800, 8816-7) refuted some aspects of such a criticism.
Myers claimed that the RSS made improper use of aircraft
statistics expressed as casualties per passenger-mile.

In fact

the RSS used aircraft accident statistics for two purposes only:
to find the number of fatalities per crash and per
year from past history; and
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to predict the future probability that an aircraft would
crash onto a nuclear power station.
Allegations that human errors were inadequately considered
in the RSS were refuted by Higson, (8822).
3.2.1.10

Sabotage and Military Attack

Lovins (254?), Nazer (4159), and Hayes (Exhibit 241)
raised the possibilities of attacks upon nuclear installations,
which were alleged to invalidate risk assessments because they
could not be dealt with in probabilistic terms and because they
might have consequences greater than any evaluated in the RSS
(Exhibit 201) .
These problems were also discussed by Higson (8797ff)
who claimed that they need not be seen as major contributors
to risk.

The probability of failure of engineering components

due to sabotage is indeterminate (8797), but it can be argued
qualitatively that the probability of a major release of
radioactivity from this cause is very low because of physical
security measures undertaken at power stations and the difficulty
of causing the damage necessary for such a release (8797).
Further improvement of physical security measures is foreseen
(8798; Exhibit 201).

It is also likely that the consequences

of sabotage would be only a small fraction of the worst
consequences envisaged in the RSS (8798-9), and nothing short of a
full military or para-military attack using major weapons could
produce worse consequences

(8797-8) . The possibility of such

an attack, including the use of nuclear weapons, cannot be ruled
out, but it is unlikely that its consequences would be greater
than the consequences of the weapons alone (8797, 8835ff).
Commissioner Kelleher (8729) queried the effects of a
nuclear bomb exploded at a reactor pond containing spent irradiated
fuel.

In reply, Costello (10,555, 10,559) presented data on the

activity contained in fuel discharged and stored at a reactor.
This showed that the storage ponu could contain about one fifth
of the amount of activity present in an operating reactor.

The

activity contained in fuel stored in the pond for periods of one
to eight years was shown to be orders of magnitude below these
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levels and Costello concluded that the activity in the storage
pond was dwarfed by that in the reactor. Higson (8835ff)
referred to estimates which showed that a 100 kT atomic bomb would
produce more total activity than was contained in a 1000MW(e)
reactor during normal operation. The reactor contained more
long lived activity fcut this was mainly in the form of nonvolatile materials which would be dispersed only by a direct
hit or very near miss from the bomb.
3.2.1.11

Earthquakes

Myers (2195) claimed that the RSS gave no assurances of
reactor safety in the event of damage by an earthquake. This
is not true (Baxter, 2195; Higson, 8822-3). Earthquake effects
were assessed and shown not to be a major contributor to risk.
Higson (8822-3) and Holy and Kemeny (12081ff) confirmed that
seismic risks were taken fully into account in the design of
nuclear power stations in the USA and Japan.
3.2.1.12

Browns Ferry and Other Reactor Accidents

Nazer (4159), Phelps (4300ff), Coulter (6172ff) and
Hayes (Exhibit 241) made particular reference to the Browns
Ferry accident and to several other reactor accidents and
abnormal occurrences as alleged evidence that nuclear power
stations were unsafe and that the RSS (Exhibit 201) was invalid.
In fact the detailed evaluations in the RSS related mainly to
accidents which involved melting of the reactor core whereas none
of the accidents which have occurred in licensed commercial
L.W.R.s resulted in fuel melting. Additional, very
unlikely plant failures would have been needed
in all cases to cause a release of radioactivity (Exhibits 146
and 201; Higson, 8805-6, 8820, 8841-2). The accidents cited
therefore had no direct bearing on the conclusions of the RSS,
except to demonstrate the ability of nuclear plants to experience
serious component failures without environmentally serious
consequences.
The RSS methodology is entirely statistical and can
not be used to predict specific events. Therefore, even if any
cited accidents had resulted in fuel melting it would not
necessarily have invalidated the RSS unless a consistent pattern
of component failures had emerged, different from that used in the
study.
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The Browns Ferry accid'ent was probably the most serious
commercial reactor accident to date and was the one most frequently
referred to at the Inquiry. Comments adverse to nuclear
safety generally stemmed from Comey's paper (Exhibit 81).
This was a journalistic account of the accident, which was
biased in that it failed to mention that several options were
always open to the operators to maintain cooling of the core
and that adequate time was always available to decide and to
implement the necessary actions (Exhibits 146 and 201; Higson,
8806).
Coulter (6172) claimed that a certain major multiple
failure of BWR's had already occured 15 times in the USA, but
that the RSS methodology would have predicted it to have a
18
probability of 2.5 per 10
year. These failures were never
identified although Coulter undertook to provide a reference.
Higson (8819ff) considered two types of BWR plant failures which
had occurred: viz, the control system faults at Dresden (claimed
in the UCS/Sierra Club review to have a probability of
— 18
2.5 x 10~
per year according to RSS methodology) and the pipe
cracks which had been detected at a number of stations. He
showed that the incidence of these faults was consistent with
the findings of the RSS.
3.2.1.13

ECCS and the Simulation of LOCA's

Most of the submissions critical of reactor safety made
some reference to the lack of full experimental verification of
emergency core cooling systems for light water reactors, and
alleged that computer codes and experiments which simulate the
consequences of loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) were unreliable,
viz, Lovins (2502, 2551, 2707), Henderson (4102-3),Phelps (4306),
Coulter (6170ff) and Hayes (Exhibit 241). Comment and rebuttal
of these criticisms was provided by Baxter (2192ff), Titterton
(2445), and Higson (8817, 8824-5). The technical situation
is generally as follows:
The calculations of fuel temperature transients in
a water cooled reactor LOCA and subsequent operation
of the ECCS are not highly accurate, but are accurate
enough to give confidence that the reactor core would be
protected by a large margin in nearly all such accidents.
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In some very unlikely circumstances of a LOCA the
quantitative calculations may be unreliable.

If

such circumstances arose, it is not likely that
damage to the fuel would be serious or widespread but
it is not possible to prove that some melting of fuel
would not occur.
These reservations do not apply to commercial gas cooled
or SGHrt power reactors.
The RSS identified a number of "dominant sequences"
contributing to risk, in which the performance of the
ECCS was not a factor.Hence the total risk is not sensitive
to the reliability of the ECCS and would be increased by
only a factor of 10 if the ECCS never worked at all.
Failure of ECCS either because of mechanical faults or
design inadequacy is unlikely.
3.2.1.14

Fast Reactor Safety

Henderson (4104, 4140ff), Watson (3228) and de Bruin (8862)
were critical of fast reactor safety claiming that fast reactors
were inherently more dangerous than present power reactors.
Higson (Exhibit 145) pointed out that no fast reactor had yet
been licensed for commercial operation and Watson (3229)agreed
that none would be until licensing authorities were convinced
of their safety.

It was impossible to draw conclusions about

risk unless they were based upon a definite engineering design,
de Bruin who was initially critical of the RSS for not including
an assessment of fast reactor safety (8862) agreed under crossexamination (8899-) that in fact this would not be possible at
this time in the absence of commercial designs.
Henderson (4104) queried apparently conflicting statements
by Alder and Titterton as to whether a fast reactor could explode
like an atomic bomb.

This apparently centered around a

misunderstanding about the term "uncontrolled chain reaction" which
in a reactor may mean an excursion terminated by almost
imperceptible physical changes (e.g. a slight rise in temperature)
or, in an extreme case, by physical damage to the reactor and
a release of energy which defines the design basis of the containment
structure. Symonds (8192) explained that it was physically impossible
for a fast reactor to explode like an atomic bomb.
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APPENDIX TO SECTION 3.2.1
COMMENTS ON EXHIBIT 241*

Introduction
Like many of the other authors of submissions to
the Ranger Inquiry touching on matters of reactor safety,
Hayes has obtained a lot of his information from
publications of the Union of Concerned Scientists

(UCS)

and the Sierra Club, and in particular from their joint
review of the US Reactor Safety Study which was discussed
and refuted by Higson (8802-5, 8819-20).

Where Hayes

has quoted from other major published reviews of the
Reactor Safety Study (RSS) and from other commentaries
on aspects of nuclear reactor safety, he has quoted
selectively and has given only adverse criticism and
information.

A full reading of many of these documents,

for example the report of the American Physical Society,
shows that they give balanced criticisms and include much
favourable comment.
Fuel Melt-Down Accidents
On page "? of Exhibit 241, Hayes claims that "when
the reactor is closed down, a residual heat output of
about 6% total capacity will continue immediately after
shutdown due to fission product decay", and he gives as the
source of this information a document by the UCS and the
Friends of the Earth (FOE) in the USA.
not true.

This statement is

Fission product decay heating constitutes

about 6% to 7% of full power during normal operation but
falls continuously after shutdown, to about 5% after 10
seconds, 4% after a minute, 1.6% after an hour and 0.7%
after a day.
* Exhibit 241, "Nuclear Reactor Safety" (Reactors in the
Real World) by Peter Hayes.
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On pp 14-23, Hayes discusses many aspects of the
uncertainties surrounding the effectiveness of emergency
core cooling and the consequences of loss-of-coolant
accidents. Some of Haves' material may be accepted
qualitatively but he grossly overstates the quantitative
significance of his arguments. For most sets of
circumstances in a reactor accident, the available methods
of calculation are quite accurate enough to predict that
the consequences are safe. Although a core melt-down is
conceivable, it is not a valid approach to the assessment
of risks to assume that the worst that could conceivably
occur is going to occur. Otherwise no-one would ever cross
a bridge.
Hayes (p 7,14) claims that the fission product
decay heat would cause failure of the fuel cladding to
commence within a few seconds and melting of the fuel itself
within a few minutes after a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
This could be true only in the very unlikely conditions of
near zero core heat transfer during the loss-of-coolant.
The distributions of pressure and flow in the reactor
pressure vessel which would give rise to a condition of
near zero heat transfer to the coolant are conceivable, but
the condition would probably be limited to a small fraction
of the reactor core. Furthermore, the heat capacity of the
core structure and of the pressure vessel and its internal
structures would have a significant effect in reducing the
temperature transient.
It is therefore unlikely that the cladding temperature
could reach 2200°F (the limit specified in the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's Acceptance Criteria for ECCS) for
several minutes in the most highly rated fuel elements, even
if the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) does not fully
perform its intended function. The ECCS is actuated
automatically in a LOCA and all of its sub-systems are
designed to be available within a few seconds.
Furthermore there is a wide range of pressure circuit
failures which could in practice cause a LOCA. Over most of
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this range, the rate of core heat transfer during discharge
of the coolant would be high so that the maximum temperature
of the fuel at the completion of the discharge would be
significantly less than the 4000°F mentioned (Exhibit 241,
p 14).

The size of the pressure circuit failure which

could give rise to near zero core heat transfer during
the discharge of coolant would be in a limited intermediate
range.
It may therefore be seen that the very rapid
temperature transients, which (in theory) might make the
ECCS ineffective in a LOCA, would in fact be improbable
even if a loss of coolant occurred.

In the great majority

of conceivable failures for which the ECCS has been designed
to protect the reactor core, it would do so adequately.
Hayes quotes Finlayson's statement (Exhibit 241,
p 15) that flow blockage could lead to very high fuel
temperatures.

This is misleading.

The effects of flow

blockage would also be strictly local, causing overheating
of only a small fraction of the core as in the Enrico
Fermi reactor accident.

The consequences might be very

serious for the reactor but still well within the capacity
of the plant to contain releases of radioactivity safely.
Every case of fuel melting is certainly not a full core
melt-down.
Flow blockage is unlikely to have serious consequences
in a FWR because its open core structure would allow cooling
by cross-flow, but it might be more serious in gas-cooled
or pressure tube reactors because of their discrete channels.
In the Lucens reactor accident, for example, failure of a
pressure tube caused extensive sequential damage to the
reactor core (although it did not lead to an environmental
hazard) and it appears that the origin of this failure
may have been overheating due to blockage.

Flov; blockage

is carefully considered in the design of pressure tube
power reactors, such as the SGHWR, to ensure that it is
improbable.

A design objective is also to ensure that the

failure of one tube cannot propagate to other tubes.
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Hayes (p 16) cites the possible effects of
steam generator tube failures on the reflooding rate of
emergency cooling water in a PWR loss-of-coolant accident.
The reflooding phase night be crucial in an accident
caused by failure of the main inlet pipe to the reactor
vessel but not in an accident caused by steam generator
tube failure.

It is not likely that steam generator

tubes and a main inlet pipe would fail simultaneously.
The Consequences of Peactor Accidents
Hayes (p 35) attempts to contrast the results of
the draft and final versions of the RSS but in doing so
he overlooks some important factors which make the
figures not directly comparable:
The definition of "immediate fatalities" (sic)
was changed from fatalities within a few weeks
of the accident (draft) to fatalities within a
year (final document).

Hence the increase

is only apparent.
Similarly the number of radiation illnesses
("afflictions") in the draft referred to
people requiring immediate medical care,
whereas in the final document the number
included all those needing medical care except
for latent health effects.
"Latent cancers" in the draft appears not to
have included the fraction of thyroid nodules
which were malignant.

"Latent cancer fatalities"

in the final report does include those from
thyroid cancer.
A factor of about three increase in latent
cancer estimates was foreshadowed by Rasmussen
after the draft was published (see Exhibit 145,

p7).
Hayes also omits to point out that, although some of
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the estimates of consequences were increased in the final
RSS document, many of the probability estimates were decreased.
The additional points, plotted on Hayes1 graph (p 36)
compound a number of pessimistic assumptions and are a
complete misrepresentation of the conclusions of the APS
study. Furthermore, his curve for 100 nuclear power
plants has been taken from the draft RSS and shows
probabilities up to a factor of 10 higher than in the final
report.
The SL-1 Accident
Hayes (p 44) cites the fatal SL-1 reactor accident
of 1961 as allegedly invalidating the analysis carried
out in the RSS. As he points out in his footnote, the
SL-1 reactor was quite different in design from the
commercial power reactors considered in the RSS. This
factor alone makes the accident quite irrelevant to the
conclusions of the RSS which were based on specific engineering
and operating characteristics of existing commercial
reactors. The cause of the SL-1 accident - manual
movement of a control rod - is known and would, be physically
impossible in a commercial reactor. It is even more important
to appreciate that the SL-1 was an early experimental military
reactor, constructed for testing purposes, and was not
subject-to full licensing requirements.
It is fully recognised in the nuclear power industry,
as in other industries, that prototype and experimental
plants are more likely to experience failures than fully
developed plants. For example, compare the accident rates
of aircraft at the developmental and commercial stages.
For this reason the SL-1 and other test reactors are located
at remote sites. The SL-1 was sited remotely in the
Idaho desert.
The UCS/Sierra Club Review of the RSS
Hayes (p 29) alleges that, in refuting the
conclusions of the UCS/Sierra Club document Higson (8802-5)
neglected several important factors. The first of these,
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he claims, is that nuclear power is not a "proven
technology".

This claim is hardly supported by the fact

that, at 30 June 1975, 159 nuclear power units with a
total output of almost 68GWe were operating in 19 countries
and a further 337 units totalling more than 309GWe were
under construction or on order.

These units were mainly

of four types (PWR, EWR, Magnox and CANDU) each of which,
although the size and details of plants vary, has been
largely self-consistent in its major design configurations,
materials of construction, operating characteristics and
important components over a period of at least 10 years.
The generic changes which have occurred (e.g. prestressed
concrete pressure vessels for Magnox reactors, pressure
suppression

containment for BWR's) have always been consistent

with safe practice, after rigorous review by licensing
authorities, and have often led to improved safety (8840).
The validity of the data available for risk assessments
from the operation of these plants and other relevant
installations was considered and evaluated by Higson,
(8810-1, 8816-7).
The second important point Higson is alleged to
have neglected is the American Physical Society's

(APS)

misgivings regarding the calculation of accident probabilities,
Reference to the full APS document shows that the statement
of these misgivings quoted by Hayes (p 30) should start
"We (the APS) did not have the resources to carry out an
independent evaluation of this aspect ... but ..."

It is

somewhat surprising that the APS should make a definite
statement on this aspect after professing itself not
equipped to do so.
the APS said:

It should also be pointed out that

"In the course of this study, we have not

uncovered reasons for substantial short-range concern
regarding risk of accidents in light water reactors."
Hayes1 third point (quoted from Weatherwax writing
in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists) consists of a
restatement of the UCS/Sierra Club views on the RSS
methodology, which Higson refuted (8802-5).

Hayes goes

on to mention the probability of pressure vessel failure,
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loss-of-coolant accidents, operator errors and unpredicted
fault combinations, all of which were discussed by Higson
(8816 ff, 8822) , and he then returns to a discussion of
space vehicle reliability which was shown to have no
direct relevance to reactor safety (8804).
Hayes (p 49) incorrectly attributes to Figson the
statement that he did not accept the distinction between
reliability prediction and reliability assessment.

What

was said (8804) was that this distinction is valid but
that a sharp distinction could not be drawn between the
types of data used in the two different applications.
The Acceptability of Risk
In most of the remainder of his document, Hayes
(p 46 ff) discussed the acceptability of risks from
nuclear plants, from other methods of power generation
and from engineering generally.

A central tenet of his

argument appears to be that comparisons between nuclear
risks and other risks are not valid.

This argument does

not take into account that all risks which have been
discussed in this context can be reduced by taking
precautions, but none of them (where the hazard exists)
can be entirely eliminated.

Furthermore, it is not

suggested that these risks should be accepted, merely
that they are accepted even by people who are fully aware
of them and could take steps to reduce them (8809, 8826, 8828,
8846).
It is quite true that the most useful comparisons
are between risks associated with similar benefits
(e.g. nuclear power stations compared with coal fired
stations and hydro-electricity dams).

As a corollary to

this, any proposals for reduction by society in the
generation of power, because of its risks, should surely
evaluate and take into account the effects upon human
health and safety of the reduced availability of power.
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A.3.2.2

Planned and Accidental Events in Transport of
Nuclear Materials

The high level of radioactivity contained in
irradiated fuel has been given as a reason for concern
about hazards during its transport from a reactor to a
reprocessing plant (Coulter, 6176); Pulsford, 7894).
Examples of hazards cited have included the possible improper
construction of transport flasks, which might lead to a
release of activity, chemical explosions in railway switchyards, and deliberate attempts to breach containment by
terrorists or by military attack during hostility in
wartime (Lovins, Exhibit 235, Chapter 4, p 31). Lovins
has claimed additionally (ibid, 32) that transportation
systems are proving incapable of dealing with the movement
of radioactive materials.
Coulter (6256) modified his stance during crossquestioning by agreeing that an assessment of the probability
of an accident occurring during transport of radioactive
material by rail had shown that the risks involved were
very small under normal circumstances, but he noted that
acts of terrorism had not been considered in the assessment.
Nazer (4158) was cynical about underestimation in
accident probability analyses outside the nuclear industry.
He noted that such estimates excluded acts of sabotage or
terrorist activity.
However, Nazer (4158) referred to Weinberg's
estimates of 7,000 to 12,000 shipments of spent fuel each
year from reactors to reprocessing plants, with an average
of 60 to 100 loaded flasks in transit continually,, Weinberg
calculated about 12 derailment accidents each year would
result from this transport, based on a derailment rate of
— f\
10
per car mile for rail transport in the U.S. Weinberg
noted that shipping casks were designed to withstand all but
the most serious accidents and concluded that up to the year
2000 the probability of serious accidents per year in the US
was between about 1 in 1,000 and 1 in 100,000. Weinberg's
assessment of low hazard from transport of spent fuel is supported
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by the former USAEC Directorate of Regulatory Standards
('Environmental Survey of Transportation of Radioactive
Materials to and from Nuclear Power Plants'; WASH-1238,
December 1972, p 2) , v/here a frequency of once in about
10 years was estimated for a transportation accident, and
that one accident in one hundred would be severe, but would
not result in catastrophic consequences.
The likelihood of improper construction of
transport flasks was discounted by Costello (8696-7) who
stated that criteria for flask design conformed with the
requirements of the IAEA's "Regulations for the Safe
Transport of Radioactive Materials" (Safety Series No. 6,
1973), and each design of transport flask was tested
rigorously for preservation of containment under accident
conditions, including impact and fire.

AAEC Report IP3

(Exhibit No. 202/3, p 13-14) notes that spent fuel elements
have been transported for many years without over-exposure
or injury to the public, and this is confirmed in USAEC 1 s
document WASH-1238 (p 2), which also states that the
cumulative radiation dose delivered to the population at
larye from routine transportation of radioactive material
was negligible by comparison with average normal background
radiation.

Transport of solidified high level wastes

should present an even lower potential hazard because of
their reduced volume and activity content compared with
that of freshly discharged fuel (Exhibit 202/3, p 13-14).
Whilst terrorist activity could possibly breach
containment of a transport flask, there seems little
incentive for doing so, and considerable explosive force
would be required.
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A.3.2.4

Planned and Accidental Events at Other Stages
of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle

3.2.4.1

Mining and Milling

Fry (253-263) discusses the hazards from radon and
its daughter products and the risk of lung cancer to uranium
miners. Where exposure to radon was not controlled, Pochin
(Exhibit 218, p 24) states that the excess death rate in
uranium miners in the USA has been in the past 15 deaths
per 10,000 man-years of underground mining.

The expected

rate at the present recommended exposure limit of'4 WLM/y
(Fry, 256 ff) would probably give an average rate of onetenth of this.

This should be compared with Fry's estimate

(260)of about 4 deaths per year per 10,000 exposed at 4 WLM/y
(see also Section A.3.2.5 below).
Miners are also exposed to external radiation and
Pochin (Exhibit 218A, p 25) estimates whole body doses as
averaging 0.5 rem/y (one tenth of the recommended permissible
limit for occupational exposure).
Pochin (Exhibit 218/A p 25) quotes accidental
fatality rates in U.S. uranium mines as about 15 deaths per
10,000 man-years of mining, which corresponds to 0.3 deaths
per year per 1000 MW(e) electrical output.
Fry (269-270) states that the milling of uranium
gives rise to only minor radiological hazards to mill
workers, and no evidence was given to challenge this.
The BEIR report (Exhibit No. 286, p!5) says:"The mining of uranium has not been found to cause
measurable increases in environmental radioactivity
the immediate vicinity of the mines.

outside

The extraction of uranium from ore produces by-products
or tailings and waste that can constitute a source of
environmental radiocontaroination, primarily
decay products.

226

Ra and its

Deposition in crops from irrigation water

has been observed.

The location of uranium mills in sparsely

populated areas and appropriate control of tailings and
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liquid waste in restricted areas can prevent population
exposures from this source."
Pochin says 'Mo direct exposure of members of the
general public is to be expected (from uranium mining).
The tailings (from the milling and processing) ... are
considered unlikely to contribute to exposure, either by
release of radioactivity into water supplies or of radon
to air, unless buildings are located directly over these
tailings' (Exhibit 218/A, p 25).
A recent EPA report (Exhibit 218/G) estimates
potential annual doses from radon and daughters to lungs
of residents at 50 metres, 1.0 and 2.2km from inactive
U.S. tailings piles as 8, 0.3 and 0.1 rem respectively
and notes that beyond 2km there is no measurable excess
of radon above the background from naturally occurring
sources.
Fry, BEIR , Pochin and Exhibit 218/G consider
only local exposure to radon and daughters.
Lovins (2512), Ross (6321) and Robotham

(7547)

have drawn attention to the numerical consequences of
exposure to radon from tailings piles to future generations
living anywhere on earth.

The risk of this exposure is

assessed over the mean life of thorium-230 (about 100,000
years), the precursor of radium and hence radon in the
tailings.

Robotham states that this calculation results

in the prediction of 400 deaths from lung cancer per gigawatt
year of electricity produced.

He compares this with a figure

of about 100 deaths per GW(e) y from coal produced
electricity

(this figure is at the upper end of the range

of figures for thepublic health impact of coal fired
electricity quoted by Koly and Kemeny, 12134).
Robotham concludes that the differences between
the health impact of nuclear energy and coal are nonexistent, except that to derive energy from coal the
cost is borne by the consuming generations whereas for nuclear
energy future generations bear the cost.
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However, Lovins was of the opinion that lung cancers
from naturally occurring radon in a given population were
undetectable against the background of lung cancers from
all causes (2592). Fry has argued (6329, 7555) that the
risk to the individual from the increased level of
atmospheric radon from tailings piles is very small and
entirely insignificant relative to the risk from naturally
occurring radon and the variations in that risk associated
with location and type of housing, which are currently
ignored. Exercises of this kind in which extrapolations
are made so far beyond the likely validity of existing
data are greatly suspect (Fry, 2597).
3.2.4.2

Conversion, enrichment and fuel fabrication

Occupational exposures in fuel element fabrication
are low and do not involve significant whole body radiation
(Pochin, Exhibit 218/A, p 25).
BEIR states 'Fuel fabrication can be and is carried
out in such a way as not to increase levels of radioactivity
in the environment' (Exhibit 286, p 15). This is supported
by Pochin who says 'In the fabrication of uranium fuel
elements .... no appreciable discharges giving rise to
population exposures are to be expected1 (Exhibit 218/A,
p 25).
Holy and Kemeny (12120-1) agree with these statements
from BEIR and Pochin.
3.2.4.3

Reprocessing

Reprocessing involves occupational exposure to
external radiation and the possibility of occasional internal
contamination with plutonium or with other activation or
fission products. Pochin (Exhibit 218/A, p 27) adopts
a figure of 2 roan.rem/MW(e)y as the collective dose from
occupational exposure in reprocessing.
The death rate from accidental injury to reactor
operating staff and reprocessing operator staff is in the
region of 0.2 deaths per year per 10,000 workers, which
implies a total of 0.04 deaths per year from accidental
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causes associated with 1000 MW(e) y (Pochin, Exhibit 218/A

P 27).
Coulter (6163) stated that at least six people
working at the U.K. Windscale plant, four of whom have
been workers who had had links with plutonium handling,
are known to have died of leukaemia or very closely
related conditions. The only suggestion of a possible
relationship between these deaths and exposure to
plutonium occurs in an article in the U.K. Guardian
of February 8th 1975, referenced by Coulter (6166).
Mole (4070) states that no case of cancer in man
can be confidently attributed to plutonium (see also
Exhibit 79/1).
Waddams (Exhibit 209) shows that actual deaths
from leukaemia in UKAEA and BNFL male employees and pensioners
overthe period 1962/1974 are about half those expected (11
actual compared with 23 expected). The occupational health
record at Windscale is also discussed in Exhibit 202/8.
Reprocessing of used fuel for the recovery of
unused fissile material and the separation of waste
involves the partial or complete discharge to atmosphere
of the tritium, carbon-14, krypton-85 and radio-iodines
(BEIR, Exhibit 286, p 16; Pochin, Exhibit 218/A, p 29, 30).
Methods for the retention of the greater part of these
radionuclides are expected to be incorporated into future
reprocessing plants (Holy and Kemeny, 12127; Pochin,
Exhibit 218/A p 29,30).
Pochin reports estimates of global population exposure
from these materials as follows:Krypton-85
0.1 to 0.2 man.rem/MW(e)y
Tritium
0.02 to 0.04 "
radioiodines
insignificant, particularly if removed
carbon-14
1 man rem/MW(e)y over mean life
of carbon-14 (about 8000 years).
Because of uncertainties in these numbers, particularly
that for carbon-14, which will depend strongly on measures
used for the removal of carbon compounds from discharaes,
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Fochin adopts the figure of 1 man.rem/MW (e) y as the
collective dose commitment from airborne effluents from
fuel reprocessing.

This is ten times the collective dose

associated with reactor operation (see Section A. 3.2.1
above).
He gives a figure of 0.1 man. rem/MW (e) y as the
collective dose coronatnents frorr liquid v.'astes . f rom fuel
reprocessing.
Holy and Kemeny (12128) give a collective dose
commitment only for the population within 80km of a reprocessing
plant. Their figure in Pochin's units, is 0.006 man.rem/
MV(e)y which is consistent vith a recent estimate of 0.004
rran. rem/.r'W(e) y made by the United Nations Scientific Committee
on the Effects of Atomic Padiation (UNSCE^R - to be
published).
Holy and Kem.eny (12128) state that possible accidents
in a reprocessing plant would not result in significant
off site releases and could give boundary doses of 0.01 rem.
bone or 0.04 rem thyroid.
Using the risk coefficients used by Pochin (Exhibit 21R/A,
p 34), the collective dose of 1 man. rem/MW (e) y from, reprocessing
implies a public health impact of 0.15 fatal malignancies,
0.] curable malignancies and 0.3 live births with genetic
abnormalities per year from t'-ie reprocessing of a year's fuel
output of a 1000 MW(e) reactor.

This would lead to incidence

rates of these diseases ten times those quoted in Section A.3.2.1
above for reactors in operation in the year 2000.
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A.3.2.5
3.2.5.1

Radiobiological Issues

The nature of the questions

This part of the Final Submission reviews the issues
which have been raised with respect to the effects of radiation
on man. Some exposure of man to radiation is inevitably
associated with the nuclear fuel cycle. Those sections of
the fuel cycle which are of special interest are: the
mining of uranium, the operation of nuclear power stations,
the reprocessing of spent reactor fuel and the disposal of
radioactive wastes. The operations of mills, hexaflouride
plants, enrichment plants, fuel fabrication plants and the
transport of radioactive materials have not been seriously
questioned with respect to matters of health.
Many persons who have expressed their opposition, on
generic grounds, to uranium mining are in agreement that the
radiation effects on man which should be of concern are the
delayed induction of cancer (a somatic effect), and the
production of mutations in the descendants of exposed persons
(a genetic effect). The possibility of acute, and even
lethal, injury from radiation is recognised but acute injuries
are most unlikely to arise except under extreme accident
conditions in reactors or reprocessing operations. The
discussion which follows is therefore confined to particular
aspects of the delayed effects of radiation, using these
headings; dose-response relationships, special issues, and
standards of protection.
3.2.5.2

Dose-response relationships
Radiological protection is based on three premises:

(i)

that some kind of relationship exists between radiation
dose and degree of effect;

(ii)

that some level of effect in an exposed person is
acceptable;

(iii)

and

that exposure to radiation can be so regulated that the
effect is less than the acceptable limit (Mole,
Exhibit 79).
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To put this philosophy into practice requires that the doseresponse relationship of the first premise is known, or that
there can be substituted for it an arbitrary function which
is known to be conservative, that is, which will not underestimate the effects of a radiation dose. National and
international bodies concerned with radiological protection
have met this requirement with an assumption, the "linear
hypothesis", which simply states that dose-effect relationships
are linear for all levels of dose and are unaffected by dose
rate (Fry, 249; Mole, 4041). This is an administrative
convenience rather than a scientific principle.
Although queried by Lovins (2597) , the conservatism
of the linear hypothesis was not questioned by other witnesses
but it has been pointed out (Mole, 4043) that, if cell
sterilisation is taken into account, then, for radiation of
high linear energy transfer, there may be a higher risk per
unit dose at lower doses in certain cases. However, Mole
went on to remark that this would not be true for X- and y-rays
and 3 rays. These radiations are the major source of exposure
of the general population from the operation of nuclear power
stations and fuel reprocessing plants. A point made by Burnet
is relevant here. He comments (Burnet, 6877) on the extraordinary efficacy of DNA repair mechanisms and this leads him
to suggest that "in all probability there is no effect" from
small doses of radiation - doses of 5 millirem were being
considered. In that context Burnet was speaking of genetic
injury, but since elsewhere (Burnet, 6875) he makes it clear
that he regards malignancy as a somatic mutation, i.e. a
change to genetic material in a somatic cell, he presumably
would extend his view to malignant change. Therefore, if
accepted, Burnet's opinion suggests that the linear hypothesis
is conservative when extended to low doses.
The question whether the linear hypothesis exaggerates
the effects of radiation did not receive much attention in
evidence although the possibility was suggested (Mole, 4053)
that the linear relationship is not necessarily a reasonable
basis for realistic assessments of cancer risk as opposed to
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its adoption for reasons of convenience in radiological
protection.

If, as noted above, the DNA repair mechanism can

be assumed to modify radiation injury, then clearly simple
application of the linear hypothesis will exaggerate the
effects of radiation exposure, and this will apply to both
somatic and genetic effects.

None of the persons who spoke

about the induction of genetic injury (Rendel, 1725 ff; Mole,
4069) questioned the validity of the linear assumption though
it was apparent from a graph relating chromosome injury to
radiation dose (Ilbery, 6887) that, in that case, the incidence
of effects varied approximately with the square of the dose.
This is what would be expected, on theoretical grounds, for
the chromosome aberrations which are one component of mutation
effects.

Accepting that effects do vary with the square of

the dose, a simple linear relation will overestimate this
category of effect.

Modification of effects by dose

protraction was discussed for genetic effects (Rendel, 1726)
where it is known to be significant, (Exhibit 286, p 45) and
was mentioned briefly (Mole, 4042) for somatic effects, where
its effect is arguable.

If accepted, this too will lead to

overestimates from simple application of the linear hypothesis.
3.2.5.3

Special Issue^ - Risks of uranium miners
The air in unventilated underground uranium mines, and

occasionally underground mines of other kinds into which radon
can seep, may contain high concentrations of the radioactive
gas radon.

It is known that the presence of radon in mine

atmosphere adds an additional risk of lung cancer to the
already rather hazardous life of an underground miner.
questions which arise from this are:

The

Can the added risk of

lung cancer be quantified tnd can ways be devised to keep that
risk within the bounds of acceptability for radiation workers bounds which there is reason to believe are at least as
strict as those associated with other occupations.
Fortunately, the recent experience in American uranium
mines allows us to answer these questions with reasonable
precision (Fry, 258).

It is possible to define a lifetime

exposure, 120 "working level months", within which the category
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of miner most at risk (the smoker) will not display any
detectable increase in the incidence of lung cancer.

The

Australian "Code of Practice on Radiation Protection in the
Mining and Milling of Radioactive Ores" prescribes an exposure
limit of 4 working level months per year - an effective
working lifetime limit of about 120 working level months.
That is, of course, an upper limit which few miners are likely
to reach.

Arguing from the numbers of cases of lung cancer

observed in miners exposed at higher levels, and assuming
that a linear relationship holds, will give a figure (Fry,
260) of about 4 in 10,000 per year for the added risk of
lung cancer in miners who smoke and who receive the maximum
allowed exposure.
noting:

Two comparisons with this figure are worth

it is of about the same dimensions as the maximum

annual risk of malignant disease* predicted for a radiation
worker who receives the maximum allowable exposure from
external radiation (also an unlikely eventuality), and it is
equal to the estimated risk of smoking an additional one or
two cigarettes per day (Fry, 260).
It cannot be said that the presence of radon in mine
atmospheres will add no risk at all to the ordinary hazards
of underground mining though this is what some opponents of
uranium mine development ask for (Gregory, 6349) . No
occupation is wholly free from risk.

The upper limits of risk

from radiation exposure, under approved working conditions and
including the special case of radon, have been examined by
Carter et al (Exhibit 202/8) and it is clear that radiation
workers fall into the more favourable categories of occupational
risk.

If radiation work is to be considered unsafe, then

so are most of the other occupations practised in our community.
* The maximum permissible dose ^or radiation workers
is 5 rem per year (ICRP Publication 9; Fry, 249).

The BEIR

report gives an absolute rj.sk coefficient for all cancers
including leukaemia of 6xlO~6per year per rem and indicates a
duration of risk of about 30 years (Exhibit 286, p 171).

The

risk associated with the maximum permissible dose is therefore
6xlO~6x 30x5 = gxlO^or 9 cases per 10,000 per year.
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Radon hazards are confined almost exclusively to
underground mines.

Although radon concentrations in open

cut mines may reach transient high levels, these will present
no more than a minor operational problem (Fry, 266). As with
the maximum allowable doses of other forms of radiation,
working level concentrations do not represent a threshold level
that it is necessarily harmful to exceed; what matters is
the total exposure received, viz. (concentration x duration
of exposure).
3.2.5.4

Special Issue - Plutonium toxicity

Plutonium is the bete-noire of almost all the opponents
of nuclear development; it worries people because nuclear
weapons can be made from it or because, to quote a commonly
expressed opinion, it is "one of, if not the most, toxic
substance known to man" (e.g. Reynolds, 6448). This belief
is usually taken to mean that plutonium cannot be handled
safely under any conditions.

Not every opponent shares this

pessimistic view; Burnet, for example, does accept the
ability of industry to handle plutonium and other nuclear
materials with safety (Burnet, 6883). What worries him is
really the frailty of human nature which will inevitably see
plutonium as raw material for weapons.
Leaving aside discussion of the belief that the
development of nuclear power must lead to further proliferation
of nuclear weapons and in time to nuclear war, which is
Burnet1s worry, it is appropriate to ask how real are fears that
plutonium is so exceptionally toxic that further development
of nuclear power should be abandoned on that account alone.
This proposition cannot be sustained. Internationally agreed
standards of radiological protection are almost universally
accepted, certainly in all countries with a substantial
nuclear technology, and their effectiveness has not been called
seriously into question. Operations with plutonium are
covered by these standards and no evidence has been brought
forward to show that control has been inadequate', although
plutonium has been processed in quite substantial quantities
since 1945 and the quantities now being processed can be
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measured in tonnes per year.
Despite a number of claims in evidence (e.g. Coulter
6189; Lovins, 2502), that current protection standards for
plutonium, particularly those for the lung, may be insufficiently
stringent, (115,000 times too high on the basis of the "hot
particle theory") there have been no cases of cancer in man
which can be confidently attributed to exposure to plutonium
(Mole, 4070).
The "hot particle theory" (Lovins, 2588; Coulter, 6189)
is completely without scientific foundation (Mole 4054 ff;
Watson, Exhibit_202/11) and has no empirical support. On
the contrary, the available evidence is that irradiation of
the lung by particles of plutonium is no more carcinogenic
than the same activity uniformly distributed (MRC, Exhibit

79/1, p 18 ff).
Coulter (6186) claimed that the absence of any case of
lung cancer in a group of 25 Los Alamos workers who had been
exposed to excessive doses of plutonium 30 years ago may be
a statistical artifact - a chance observation because of ^bc
small size of the group. However, Fry (6530) pointed out that
if the hot particle theory were valid the chances of each
individual contracting cancer would be so high that a number
of cases of cancer would have been observed in the group with
virtual certainty. The absence of lung cancer in this group
is strong evidence against the "hot particle" theory/ and
demonstrates the adequacy of existing standards.
The arguments of K.Z. Morgan that the current maximum
permissible body burden for plutonium-239 is too high have
been introduced into evidence by Lovins (2589) and Coulter
(6189). In Morgan's paper (Exhibit 277), it is claimed that
the maximum permissible body burden should be reduced by a
factor of 240. Morgan's arguments were criticised by C.W.
Mays of the University of Utah at a recent IAEA/WHO Symposium
on the "Biological and Environmental Effects of Low-Level
Radiation". The proceedings of this Symposium, held in
Chicago, November 1975, have just reached the A.A.E.G. and
Mays' critique is to be found on page 382. He argues that
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Morgan has considerably overestimated the extent of the
reduction that might be justified on the basis of present
knowledge of the behaviour of plutonium in humans.

Mays'

evaluation of the possible reduction factor, following the
lines of Morgan's argument, is 9 rather than 240 and he goes
on to say that "on the basis of other considerations, even
a factor of 9 might be excessive".
Coulter under cross-examination by Fry (6531) agreed
that the protection standards for plutonium were kept under
review by a panel of international experts and that present
standards were unlikely to be too low by more than a factor of
10.

The UK MRC has recently reviewed the toxicity of plutonium

and concluded that existing standards are adequate though they
may need adjustment by small factors (Exhibit 79/1, p 10).
Assertions were also made during the Inquiry that an
excessive number of plutonium workers at Windscale (UK) had
died of leukaemia (Coulter, 6163).
support this claim.

There is no evidence to

Deaths from leukaemia amongst the

Windscale workers are no more than would be expected in the
general population (See Section A.3.2.4 of this submission;
also Exhibit 202/8, p 14).
3.2.5.5

Standards of Protection
Standards of protection are related to considerations

of risks acceptable to society.

Various published estimates

of risk coefficients (e.g. BEIR report, Exhibit 286) allow
estimates of individual and population risks to be calculated.
The question of acceptability was discussed during the Inquiry
really only by Mole (Mole, 4048) . As a guide to appropriate
dose limits, Mole (4051) suggested that a life-time risk, for
fatal accidents, of 10~5could be acceptable to an individual
member of the public. Fry in answer to a question by Commissioner
Kelleher (1505) stated that the setting of exposure levels (or risks)
acceptable to society was a matter of weighing potential
risks against benefits taking into account the costs of
reducing risks to any specified level and that this was a
decision to be made by society.
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An account of the origins of the ICRP and of the
standards of radiological protection now in general use will
be found in Exhibit 202/1.

In addition to whole-body doses

and dose-limits, ICRP Recommendations make provision also
for the separate organs;

limits for individual organs vary

with their radiosensitivity.

From these maximum doses it is

possible to derive secondary standards for maximum body
burdens of contaminant radioisotopes, and tertiary standards
for ambient concentrations which are meant to keep body burden
and organ dose within the prescribed limits.
of the ICRP have no legal force;

The Recommendations

a country or state must

f

write them or an equivalent into its legislation.

In Australia,

this has been done by the several States but not by the
Commonwealth Government. Occupational doses received by
individuals, whether from external radiation, or from a bodyburden of radioactive material, can generally be measured.
It is not usually possible to measure radiation doses
received by individual members of the public;

these must be

calculated from data on radioisotope releases and local
environmental factors.
The only questions which need be asked are:
Have the standards proved satisfactory in practice?
Is there any reason to think that some concealed
hazard is being overlooked?
Can the standards readily be modified to take
account of any future developments?
The first question is considered in an information paper
(Exhibit 202/8). With respect to occupational exposure the
answer is unequivocally yes, and even the opponents of nuclear
development usually admit that the nuclear industry has an
excellent record for occupational safety (Burnet 6883).

With

respect to exposure of the general public, no instance of any
harmful consequence has ever been substantiated.

Nor is it

likely to be, even with the most pessimistic interpretation
of risks, as the result of normal, routine operations.

This

is because the predicted individual doses are so small (Exhibit
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218/A) that risks would be quite insignificant and any possible
effect, genetic or carcinogenic, unrecognizable among the
natural incidence (BEIR, Exhibit 286, p 54 ff; Fry, 248;
MacP'hee, 7314) . However, the most insignificant risk, if
integrated over a large enough population, can be made to
appear important.

The ICRP has offered some suggestions on

where the summation might stop (ICRP Publication 22), but,
as suggested by Mole (Mole, 4051), there is still some need
to reach agreed criteria for the acceptable risk to a
population as well as the individual risk which can be
regarded as negligible and therefore ignored.

This question

was raised by Fry in cross-examination of Lovins (2596) and
Robotham (7554 ff) in connection with the very long term
risks that have been claimed to be associated with radon
emanation from uranium tailings.
The answer to the second question is probably no.

It

has been suggested that the incidence of all forms of cancer
will be increased by a constant fraction which is dosedependent (see for example Exhibit 286, p 99), but this
possibility seems to be excluded by the observation that some
forms of cancer have not been increased at all in Japanese
survivors (Mole, 4063).

Moreover, although more excess

cancers will be seen in the Japanese population at risk this
could, at worst, only introduce a factor of about 2 into
estimates of risk.
It has been suggested (MacPhee, 7523) that mutagenic
effects may become a hazard to the extent that the permissible
dose to a member of the public should be reduced to 17
millirem.

In the past the overall risk from genetic effects,

including the latent effects of recessive mutations, has
usually been taken as numerically about equal to the total
incidence of cancer (Exhibit 286).

More recent work (Mole,

4069, 4076) makes it probable that the risk of genetic effects
has been greatly overestimated in the past, and present standards
should be perfectly adequate.
With respect to the future, both the ICRP and various
national equivalents have continually reviewed their data and
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recommendations, occasionally making changes in the latter.
There is no reason to think this process will not continue,
though it may be hoped that fewer and fewer human data will
become available.
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A. 3.2.6

Illegal diversion

of SMM and consequences

related to total inventory and opportunities/
safeguards throughout the fuel cycle,
including prospective international controls.
The opportunities for illegal diversion in the
different stages of the fuel cycle were described by Bett
(Exhibit 38).

The most vulnerable stages in the fuel cycle

are production of highly enriched uranium and recovery of
plutonium from fuel reprocessing plants, fabrication,
storage and transport of these materials.

Measures to deter

diversion are consequently intensified at these stages in
the fuel cycle.
Some witnesses claimed a direct relationship between
the installation of nuclear power plant in a country and
the possible development of nuclear weapons by that country
(e.g. Camilleri, 7508; Henderson, 4100).

Such a relationship

is not inevitable, particularly if reprocessing plants were
placed under some form of international control (Burnet/Fry
6881-2). Countries intent upon acquiring nuclear weapons
would doubtless consider the comparative atiraction of a
small uranium enrichment plant.
It was also claimed that nuclear explosive devices
could be designed and assembled without troutle by
comparative novices (e.g. Greenhill 7408, Nunan 4678,
Phelps 4378), the contention being that nuclear power
produces plutonium which can be stolen and readily made
into bombs.

Baxter (2044, 2104, 2107), Fry (6881, 7540) and

Bett (4937 ff) questioned this contention describing the
problens in using most reactor-grade plutonium for
explosive manufacture, the difficulties in recovering
Plutonium from highly radioactive reactor fuel, the difficulties
end risks in handling the material, the difficulties in
stealing or surreptitiously diverting it.
Working from the assumption that plutonium produced
.from reactors could be comparatively easily stolen, many
witnesses (e.g. Kelty, 7971; Halfpenny, 8162; Burnet, 6868,
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6882) claimed that the risk of terrorists using plutonium
for explosive, poison or blackmail purposes was
reason for Australia not to supply uranium.

sufficient

These

witnesses ignored the substantial level of nuclear
operations already existing in many parts of the world
and the fact that material stolen in one country may be
used by terrorists in another.

Baxter (2117-8), Bett

(4937 ff) and Fry (4378) argued that much greater
difficulties would be. involved in stealing and handling
nuclear material than in adopting more conventional
terrorist tactics.

Burnet (6883) agreed that some more

easily available toxic materials such as anthrax would
be equally, and perhaps more effective than plutonium in
this regard.

However, they did not suggest that nuclear

blackmail could be ignored.
An apparent misunderstanding of nuclear material
control procedures led sorre witnesses (e.g. Halfpenny,
8163; Elliott, 1702) to conclude that the MUF component
of material accountancy provided a convenient means of
diverting material without detection by safeguarding
procedures.

Marshall (4402) for example claimed that

losses below 1% of inventory did not appear to cause
concern.

Bett (4937 ff) explained that MUF is a

measurement uncertainty under continuous evaluation, and
not a tangible quantity of material ripe for surreptitious
removal.

He also explained that material accountancy is

augmented with other control techniques to the extent
necessary for the required degree of assurance against
diversion.

Failure to understand the complementary nature

of control techniques such as accountancy, surveillance
and containment may have led Camilleri (7516-7) to
misinterpret the Japanese safeguards expert Imai's
statement (7516) ".... there is no fool-proof certainty in
safeguards technology because it is based on statistical
theory and probability

analysis ...".

Imai was speaking

of accountancy, rather than its combination with surveillance
and containment measures which allow much greater levels of
reassurance to be achieved, although sometimes in the face of
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substantial practical difficulties.
A irore fundamental consideration was raised by
Kelty (7954) , Lanigan (7490) , and Suter (3977), who
queried the possibility of guaranteeing the continued
application of the controls Australia might prescribe for
its nuclear exports. The AAEC suggests that the arguments
of these witnesses underestimate the values of agreements
in international coexistence (a point made by Baxter,
2103-4).
Camilleri's evidence (7519) carried the implication
that Australia cannot impose conditions on customers. Howwrr
ir potential customers will not meet Australia's conditions,
Australia could refuse supply.
The existing control measures applied to nuclear
materials by the IAEA and the Euratom safeguards office
under international bi- and multi-lateral agreements, the
NPT and the Treaty of Tlatelolro were described by Bett
(4937 ff). Corresponding measures are applied by national
authorities under their own legislation. Bett (4937 ff)
and Baxter (2135-6) pointed to the continuing review of
safeguards provisions and the adoption of additional control
measures to meet particular requirements of suppliers. The
NPT Review Conference of May 1975 is an example of a
review which has led to a substantial upgrading of
safeguards provisions (Bett, 11878 ff). Testimony by
Larkin (7206-7) made it clear that the Australian Government
is looking to establish special controls on any exports of
uranium.
A. 3.2.7

General social consequences of a nuclear
electric society

Argument that effective safeguards would require a
police state, (e.g. Kaptein, 8249; Elliott, 1627) was not
supported by documented evidence. Expert opinion, based
on developments in security strategy and protective hardware,
suggests that the extra requirements for security associated
with an integrated nuclear fuel cycle would introduce little
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detectable effect on society.
This viev.i is
supported by recent U? assessments* of the social
consequences of the introduction of nuclear energy.

R.T. Kennedy: Address to the Second Joint Ftate-Federal
Conference on Power Plant Siting, Denver, Colorado;
June 17, 1976.
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A.3.5
A.3.5.1
3.5.1.1

International Consequences of Nuclear Energy
International Controls

Safeguards Systems

The basic concept of international safeguards is less
than 30 years old, while the first application of such safeguards took place, on a very limited scale, only some 14 years
ago. Surrender of the degree of national sovereignty necessary
to permit these inspections was a totally new concept and
States were reluctant to embrace it. The acceptance of the
concept has been gradual and this will probably apply to any
new or extended concepts which may be introduced to strengthen
safeguards. But steady development of safeguards measures is
occurring, as witnessed by the progression of the INFCIRC/66
series of safeguards, the introduction of new techniques in
safeguards operations and the introduction of new control
requirements by supplier states as a result of the NPT Review
Conference

(Bett, 11878 ff).

Criticisms of IAEA safeguards and of the NPT (e.g.
Kelty, 7970; Halfpenny, 8159; Barrett, 7863) tended to stress
the limitations and to overlook the positive attributes. It
was erroneoujly contended (e.g. Lanigan, 7490; Phelps, 4312;
Nunan, 4672) that India had evaded IAEA safeguards in obtaining
weapon grade plutonium from the CIRUS reactor, the conclusion
from this being that IAEA safeguards were ineffective. Bett
(4937 ff) contradicted this, explaining that IAEA safeguards
did not apply to this reactor.
Criticism of the NPT on grounds of limited adherence,,
has been mitigated by Japan's recent ratification of the
Treaty. The current list of parties to the Treaty is
provided in Table 3.5.1.1 attached and it will be sef-n that, apart
from France there is now no major industrial power -;hich has not
ratified the NPT. The significance of this lies ii, the
requirement for industrial and technological capacity if a
significant nuclear explosive capability is to be developed.
(In this connection Baxter's remarks (2114) are relevant.)'
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TABLE 3.5.1.1
STATES WHICH HAVE RATIFIED OR ACCEDED TO THE NPT
AS OF 30TH JUNE, 1976.
Afghanistan
Australia

Holy See

New Zealand

Honduras

Nicaragua

Austria

Hungary

Nigeria

Bahamas

Iceland
Iran
Iraq

Norway
Paraguay
Peru

Ireland
Italy

Philippines
Poland
Romania
Rwanda

Belgium
Bolivia
Botswana
Bulgaria
Burundi
Cameroon (United
Republic)
Canada

Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Japan

San Marino

Jordan

Senegal

Kenya

Sierra Leone

Khmer Republic

Somali Republic

Costa Rica

Korea (S)

Sudan

Cyprus

Laos

Czechoslovakia

Lebanon

Swaziland
Sweden

Dahomey

Lesotho

Syria

Denmark
Dominican Republic

Liberia

Taiwan

Libyan Arab Rep,

Thailand

Ecuador

Luxemburg

Togo

El Salvador

Madagascar
Malaysia

Tonga

Maldives
Mali

Upper Volta
Uruguay
U.K.

Central African
Republic
Chad

Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
Gabon

Malta

Gambia

Mauritius

Germany (E)
Germany (W)

Mexico
Mongolia

Ghana
Greece

Morocco
Nepal

Grenada

Netherlands

•Guatemala

Netherlands
Antilles &
Surinam

Haiti

Tunisia

U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.
Venezuela
Vietnam (S)
Yugoslavia
Zaire
Western Samoa
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3.5.1.2

Provisions under Treaty of Rome
The controls exercised by the Euratom Commission

under the Treaty of Rome were described by Bett (4937 ff)
In dealings with Euratom and its member States, supplier
States would ensure observance of any special requirements
by means of appropriate agreements with Euratom, perhaps
backed by additional agreements with the customer State.
A.3.5.2
3. 5. 2 .1

Nuclear Weapons Proliferation

Counter Measures

The NPT safeguards system, which applies to all
nuclear material in peaceful uses in an NPT Party State
is more comprehensive and hence more effective than the
earlier IAEA INFCIRC/66 (Rev. 2) system.

INFCIRC/66

safeguards are applied to materials and facilities
designated in specific supply agreements involving non-NPT
recipients.

Only if all materials and facilities in a

State were to be so covered would the two systems be
comparable in effectiveness.
International safeguards provide an effective
deterrent to diversion if applied properly and with
adequate support.

The IAEA is steadily improving its

safeguards operations.

There have been significant

extensions in safeguards requirements as a result of the
NPT Review Conference (Bett, 11878 ff).

But it will

be necessary to continue to meet increases in IAEA
and national safeguards budgets, to secure and retain
qualified personnel and. to continue research and
improvements in methods, as the industry spreads.

Trends

of development over the years have reflected an
increasing concern by suppliers for proper safeguards.
While current indications are encouraging, it would be
imprudent to assume that no problems remained.

3.5.2.2

B'uture International Co-operation
Much interest has been shown in regional reprocessing
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(Bett, 11879; Burnet, 6881) and enrichment plants
because of their attractive safeguards potential.
Clearly diversion by one country from a plant controlled
and operated by several countries will be much more
difficult than from a national facility.

3.5.2.3

Australian Initiatives

Australia contributed to the NPT Review Conference,
and has given continuing support to proliferation control
measures. Other initiatives were foreshadowed by Larkin
(7205-7).
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A. 3.6.2.
(a)
(i)

Special Hazards of Nuclear Power - Wastes

Trends and Concerns in Waste Management

Public Concern about High Level Waste Disposal
There appeared to be some concern (e.g. Phelps 4276,

4383) at the use by the nuclear energy industry of the term
"waste management" which seemed to be an attempt by the industry
to mislead the public into believing that v?astes would be
"managed", though there were no acceptable methods available
for ultimate disposal requiring no surveillance.

As used by

the industry "waste management" includes all the processes
involved in the treatment and handling of liquid waste streams,
solidification, storage under surveillance for periods of
tine which may vary depending on the plan of management,
transport and ultimate irretrievable disposal in a manner
requiring no further surveillance by future generations.
Concern

about management of the high level wastes

has been voiced in arguments that there is no proven way of
safe disposal for the wastes (Henderson, 4087, 4115; Coulter
6219, 6258; Pulsford, 7904, 7906; Phelps, 4273; Martin, 6063,
Greenhill, 7404; Halfpenny, 8158; de Bruin, 8864).

Detailed

criticisms were made of the adequacy of reprocessing technology
(Lovins, 2713; Coulter, 6178) , the stability of the solid
waste product (Pulsford, 7894) and problems in identifying a
suitable burial site "guaranteed" to retain the activity for
the time required (Lovins, 2505, 2835, 2836, 3829; Phelps,
4276; Kazer, 4158; Greenhill, 7404). Many of the arguments
have been repeated in several submissions.
(i i)

Competence of Technology

The existence of satisfactory technology for reprocessing
irradiated fuel was challenged by Lovins (2713), who later
retracted the allegation under cross-examination by Lapp (2714)
by admitting that the technology was feasible in a broad sense.
Criticism that all reprocessing plants in the US had been
closed because of their inability to keep within safety standards
(Coulter, 6178) was discounted by Costello (8641) , who reviewed
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the status of these plants and concluded that

(contrary

to Coulter's view) the existing reprocessing plants were
shut down for modifications to increase capacity and/or
further improve safety features, while new plants were still
under construction.
(iii)

Economic Viability of Reprocessing, Waste Vitrification
and Ultimate Disposal
Doubts have been expressed (Pulsford, 7890-7891)

whether waste actinides and fission products would be
converted into a stable vitreous solid because of unfavourable
economics; spent fuel could merely be stoted.

The economic

viability of reprocessing was doubted by Crook (11918) and
queried by Commissioner Kelleher (8728).

Calculations in the

document, "Nuclear Fuel Cycle Closure Alternatives" by Allied
General Z>7uclear Services (Exhibit No. 196/2) indicated that
reprocessing and recycle of either uranium or both uranium
and plutonium were more economic than the alternative of
storage of the spent fuel and obtaining fresh fuel from
yellowcake and separative work.

These conclusions were

confirmed in the document "Economics of Reprocessing" by
Costello (Exhibit No. 196/1), using independent source data.
Fears that spent fuel will not be reprocessed because of
unfavourable economics therefore do not appear to be justified.
This conclusion is supported by a recent recommendation
made by a Royal Commission convened by the Swedish Government,
to establish commercial reprocessing and waste burial facilities
in Sweden (Nucleonics Week, Vol. 17, No. 23, 3rd June 1976).
The estimate in Exhibit No. 196/2 included costs for
construction and operation of facilities for ultimate and
irretrievable disposal of wastes in a Salt Mine.
the latter costs is

The level of

comparable with other estimates by

Schneider and Platt (BNWL-1900) for waste burial cited by
Costello (10552-3).

The low cost estimated for ultimate

burial of wastes relative to the value of electrical power
generated during their production discounts some fears expressed
that the nuclear industry might not be able to afford the
construction of an ultimate disposal facility.
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(iv)

Existence of Satisfactory Methods for Management of
Radioactive Wastes
The claimed lack of safe disposal methods for the waste

can hardly be sustained in view of detailed assessment of
waste management options, listed by ERDA in a 5 volume document
(Exhibit 249) .

This study has been reviewed in a Status

Report published by the US Federal Energy Resources Council,
1976 (Exhibit No. 247).

This report concludes that it is

scientifically and technologically feasible to manage commercial
radioactive wastes in s safe manner with the Federal - programs
now under way.

The conclusions of the report have been approved

by the Council on Environment Quality, Department of Commerce,
US Geological Survey (Department of Interior), Environmental
Protection Agency, Energy Research and Development Administration
and the Federal Energy Administration.

The depth of the study

by ERDA, which references prime sources of data, indicates
the competence and willingness of the nuclear industry to both
recognise and solve problems, which had been disputed by
Phelps (4272, 4276) and Barrett (8712).

Thus the total of

ERDA's operational budget for Research and Development on
management of commercial radioactive waste between 1974 and 1977
amounted to about $US90 million (Costello, 10553).

This

includes a planned expenditure of $US60 million in 1977.

As well

as this activity in the US, the European OECD Nuclear Energy
Agency as the lead organisation has undertaken a program for the
International Enerqy Agency. This is an indication of the collaborative
effort focussed rnulti-nationally on responsible waste management
procedures (Costello, 8661).
(v)

Suggestions of Doubts Within the Nuclear Industry
Lovins has alleged in Exhibit 235 (Chapter 4,. p33) that

Frank Pittman, while Director of the USAEC Division of Waste
Management and Transportation, said in a
lecture to Massachussetts Institute of Technology, July 1972,
that none of the suggested long term solutions to the problem
of permanent disposal of high level radioactive v/aste was then
technically or 'economically feasible.
This claim was repeated by Pulsford (7888) and
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by Kelty (7959) as an example of the absence of proven
disposal technology being recognised within the nuclear
industry.
Costello (8715) rebutted the authenticity of
the alleged statement by quoting Pittman in 1974 who
expressed confidence in the existence of safe technology for
ultimate disposal. Examination of the context of the alleged
statement has shown that Pittman was pessimistic about advanced
concepts such as extra-terrestrial disposal and transmutation of
actinide isotopes, but was confident in 1972 that the technology
for ultimate disposal of the wastes in bedded salt deposits
was available at the time. An affidavit and letter from
Pittman (Exhibit 248) confirmed that the claims by Lovins,
Pulsford and Kelty were taken out of context, were misleading,
and were incorrect.
(vi)

Discharge of Actinide Elements into the Environment

Lovins (2502) stated that vitrification of the longlived actinides in high level waste did not effectively
isolate them. He claimed that more actinides - particularly
Plutonium - normally were present with the low level wastes
for which no suitable disposal methods were available. He
stated that low level wastes were generally buried with
inadequate encapsulation, which would permit leaching of the
actinides into man's environment.
It is not proposed to handle low level wastes in this
manner in the USA in future. ERDA recognises three
classifications of waste:
high level waste;
waste contaminated by transuranic elements (i.e.
Plutonium and other actinides); and
low level waste not containing transuranic elements.
It is ERDA's intention (Exhibit 249, Vol. 3, pp 20.1,
22.40; Exhibit 247) also to dispose of the transuranic
contaminated waste produced through generation of commercial
nuclear power, by burial in dry, geologic formations together
with high level waste, and not, as Lovins claims, by burial
where leaching into the environment will occur.

This intention
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is stated in an ERDA document which the AAEC has just
received ("ERDA's Program for Management of Radioactive
Waste from Commercial Nuclear Power Reactors"; Program
Implementation Document ERDA May 7, 1976).
(vii)

Long Term Stability of Classified High Level Waste
Doubts have been expressed on the long term integrity

of the stable glassified high level waste at an ultimate
disposal site, and the consequence if devitrification of
the glass occurs through radiation damage (Pulsford, 7894,
8674), Commissioner Kelleher (8675-8677).
Costello presented evidence on the effects of long
term radiation on glass integrity (8647) by citing experiments
where the cumulative energy delivered to glassified waste over
500-700 years was simulated in short term accelerated tests.
It was claimed by Gray (8688, 8699) that these tests fell far
short of the extremely long term (of the order of a million
years) necessary for substantially complete decay of the longlived effluent.

Costello

(8708) countered this by referencing

work by Mendel (Exhibit 198, pp 10, 11) in which an alpha
radiation dose of 10 18 a per gram of glass, normally received
in 2,000 years, had been, administered in a short term test;
because of the decay of the activity, this dosage was about
one-tenth of that which would be received (1019 a/gram) by
glassified high level waste stored for a million years
(Costello 8707, 8712, 8713).

Present tests were therefore

delivering dosages within one order of magnitude of those to
be received over periods approaching the effective life of
the transuranium isotopes, and further accelerated tests
were in progress.

In reply to a question from Commissioner

Kelleher on the degree of devitrification which could be
reached, Costello stated (8677) that glass cylinders were
designed to maintain temperaturesbelow that at which devitrification
would commence.

Some borosilicate glasses are stable up to

900°C (Blazewitz, Exhibit 262, pp 630, 631) while others
will devitrify at 700°C (Mendel, Exhibit 198, p 9). Phosphate
glasses are unstable above 500°C.

Samples of borosilicate

glass deliberately devitrified by heating showed an increase
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of only tenfold in leaching rate of activity compared with
that for non-devitrified material (Exhibit 198).

Calculations

by Costello, taking pessimistic leaching rates for devitrified
glass (Exhibit 141, 197) showed that the wastes from operation
of a 1000 MWe LWR for one year had the potential for
releasing only about 0.1 curie of plutonium-239 per year,
should theyever come in contact with water.

This was a

highly improbable occurrence, as burial locations were being
selected where entry of ground water was not a likely
possibility.
(viii)

Guarantees of the Integrity of an Ultimate Disposal
Site
It has been suggested that radioactive wastes must be

stored permanently in complete isolation from the living world,
and kept under constant supervision for at least the next
300,000 years, during which no activity must be allowed to
escape (Nazer, 4158; Kelty, 7959; Crook, 11921; also document
"Slowburn No. 1" cited by Phelps, 4267, 4375).

It is further

suggested that no guarantee of integrity can be given for an
ultimate burial site (Lovins 2505, 2835, 2836; Phelps 4276).
In rebuttal, Costello stated (8661) that absolute
isolation and containment of the radioactive wastes has not
been demonstrated to be necessary.

What is required is that

any releases of radioactive material, should they occur, be
limited to such a level that they present no unacceptable
hazard to man or the environment.

This was accepted by a

number of witnesses (Phelps, 4377; Crook, 11942, 11946).
Burying of immobilised wastes deep in stable geologic formations
isolated from ground water shows every prospect of being
able to achieve this.

(See Exhibit 249/4, 247).

A quantitative

study by Cohen (Exhibit 218B, 8662) had assumed as a model
that the activity in the waste was not vitrified, but was
dispersed in the ground in fully soluble form.

The study had

concluded that even under these conditions burial of solidified
high level waste would not result in unacceptable hazards to
mankind.

This conclusion had been examined and supported by

Cook, in his submission referred to on Transcript pages 11528-9.
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Crook (11921-2) asserted that bedded salt deposits
were unsatisfactory geologic formations for ultimate burial
of vitrified high level waste, including amongst his reasons
the solubility and thermal plasticity of salt,although these
views were not held by several other witnesses
4166; Lapp, 2835; Costello, 8704).

(Nazer,

During questioning

(11939-11940) Costello noted that Crook's opinions were
inconsistent with conclusions by ERDA contained in
Exhibits 247 and 249. Crook had not sighted these documents
but agreed he would place greater belief in their findings
if they had the stamp of approval of the US Geological
Survey (11939).

In fact the Status Report on Management

of Commercial Radioactive Nuclear Wastes (Exhibit 247) was
prepared by ERDA with the participation and approval of the
US Geological Survey (Dept. of Interior) as noted, in this
Section.
(ix)

Concern About Surveillance of Wastes Buried in a
Geologic Store
Commissioner Kelleher (10568) noted that the need for

surveillance of an ultimate repository could be inferred from
a statement (Exhibit 196/2 p 45) by Allied General Nuclear
Services, which referred to an establishment of a sinking
fund to finance surveillance for as long as was necessary
v;ithout burdening

on future generations.

Costello (10567-

10568) stated that the concept of ultimate disposal with
irretrievable storage of wastes eliminated the need for
ir.anagerent, and. noted that the statement cited referred to
the method of financing of an irretrievable burial site
constructed at a later date, for ultimate disposal of waste
initially stored in a Retrievable Surface Storage Facility
(RSSF) , whereas the .attitude in the US was to construct
an ultimate disposal site at the outset, without construction
of an PSSF.

Costello agreed that some monitoring of the

environment around a geologic store could be desirable, but
stated that the concept of irretrievable storage did not
involve continual surveillance.
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(x) Concern About Dissipation of Waste by Terrorists or
During Acts of Hostility
Crook

(11933) claimed that an explosive dissemination

of the contents of a reactor waste repository would result
in severe and general global environmental degradation, if
not biocide, and that an ultimate store of high level waste
had the potential of a "Doomsday Weapon".

Costello

(11938)

rebutted these views in cross-examination and referred to a
paper by Cohen (Exhibit 218B).
(xi)

Summary

Evidence on Waste Management may be summarised as
follows:
There is evidence that reprocessing of spent fuel
and vitrification of wastes is economically viable and will
be carried out (10564)«

Prevention of the entry of

radioactivity in buried waste into man's environment does not
rest on one single factor; there are multiple shells of
containment (8698).

Firstly, disposal sites remote from

centres of population are being investigated and selected on
their likelihood of remaining dry for several hundred thousand
years (8664).

Secondly, if water did enter one of the several

sites and the glass were contacted, Itaching of activity
from the glassified waste would be very slow (Exhibit 197).
Thirdly, the glasses developed are intended to be buried at
temperatures which will prevent devitrification (8677) with
its associated increase in leaching rate of activity.

Even if

devitrification did occur, leaching rates for borosilicate
glasses would only increase tenfold
(8663). Fourthly, even if any
leaching of activity did occur, the material would enter the
geologic structure hundreds of metres below the surface of the
earth and may indeed not reach the biosphere at all. Any active
products released must pass through material that would be
highly likely to absorb it (Exhibit 110, p 499; Exhibit 218B,
p 26).

Finally, a quantitative study by Cohen (Exhibit 218B)

supported by Cook's statement (11528), had concluded that
burial of solidified high level waste would result in a negligible
risk to mankind.
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(b)
(i)

International Restraints on Waste Disposal

Marine Pollution
The necessity for international control to ensure

that radioactive wastes were not irresponsibly dumped in
the oceans by industrialised countries lacking adequate
ground disposal areas was noted by Baxter

(2063) , who

considered that IAEA should pay more attention to inspection
and enforcement of waste disposal practices.
(8889)

De Bruin

also expressed concern at the lack of international

agreement on the management of wastes, in particular the
dumping of wastes in the ocean.
It is believed that no high level wastes have ever
been dumped in the ocean, though a number of countries have
disposed of low level wastes in this way.

Costello

(8699)

has stated that the dumping of high level radioactive wastes
into the ocean is now prohibited under the International
Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping
(London Convention).

This International Treaty permits

the dumping under special licence of packaged wastes containing
specified low levels of radioactivity (8725) under conditions
recommended by the IAEA (INFCIRC/205/Add.1).
Concern was expressed by some witnesses

(e.g. Dalton,

7947) that i. such dumping operations no guarantee would be
given that containers would not leak and that there was evidence
that containers had leaked.

The fact is that the safety of these

operations and the limits imposed on the quantity of radioactivity
that may be dumped at any one spot in a given period of time
is based on the assumption that the containers vrill leak as
soon as they reach the ocean bottom.

Safety to man and the

marine environment is achieved by dispersion and dilution of the
released material . Dilution and dispersion, sufficient to achieve acceptable
levels in the surface layers of the sea, is ensured in part by
dumping only in the deep ocean.

The 1AFA recommendations

under the London Convention require a minimum dumping depth
of at least 2,000 m (IAEA document INFCIRC/205/Add.1).

Costello

and Fry have also noted (8679, 8725, 7945) that discharge into
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coastal waters of liquid low level wastes of large volume
is limited nationally by an authorisation issued by
individual governments and statutory bodies. In general
these discharges are limited to ensure that any radioactivity returning
to. man via food chains or other pathways will result in
doses to the maximally exposed members of the population that
are well below the dose limits recommended by the International
Commission for Radiological Protection for individual members
of the public (8680). Crook (11942) agreed with Costello's
assertion that there is substantial natural radioactivity
in the oceans in co-existence with the ecosystem; the oceans contain
a total of about 400 megacuries of radium-226, an alpha
emitter of similar toxicity to plutonium-239
(ii)

Antarctic Treaty

Concern on the possible use of the Antarctic as a
dumping ground for nuclear wastes was expressed by
Henderson (4094), who quoted a statement by Senator Willesee
when Minister for Foreign Affairs which expressed strong
misgivings by the Prime Minister and the Minister for Science
about such proposals. Concern about improper and unauthorised
use of the Antarctic appears to be without substance. The
Antarctic Treaty of 1959 Article V specifically prohibits the
disposal there of any radioactive wastes (Costello 8657).
Even if the technical feasibility of their disposal were
demonstrated, radioactive wastes could not be disposed of
in Antarctica unless the Treaty itself were amended (Exhibit
202/3, p 12).
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(c)
(i)

Future International Cooperation in Waste Management

Prognosis
The need for strict international control on the

treatment and disposal of nuclear wastes was stressed by
Baxter (2054) who recommended a policy of inspection of
procedures and enforcement of regulations based on the IAEA.
Coulter (6258) stated that there was widespread concern
on aspects of waste disposal.
The fears raised do not appear to recognise existing
collaboration between countries on problems of waste
management, thus Fry (6258) noted the options for long
term disposal being studied currently by FRDA in the
US, the IAEA, and the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD-NEA)
in Europe.

Details of the scope of extensive international

involvement in collaborative waste management research and
development programsnave been listed by Costello (8659-8661),
and indicate the effort focussed multi-nationally on responsible
waste management procedures.
(ii)

Australian Initiatives
Baxter has expressed the view (2139) that Australia and

other countries should press IAEA to establish international
regulations on disposal of nuclear waste. This view
apparently does not recognise that Australia has been and
is participating in international controls for radioactive
waste management.
Fry (AAEC)was a member of several expert panels for
the IAEA (237) and was Chairman of the two Working Groups that
drafted the IAEA document specifying conditions for dumping
of radioactive materials at sea under the terms of the London
t

Convention.

Australia, as a member of the Nuclear Energy

Agency of OECD (Costello 8660) is represented and is actively
contributing to programs of the Radioactive Waste Management
Committee of OECD/NEA and is also represented on the Committee
for Radiological Protection and Public Health (237).

AAEC

has made proposals to OECD/NEA for programs of work on management
of wastes from mining and milling of uranium ores.

There is

therefore no foundation for criticism alleging the lack of
Australian initiatives in this field.
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A.3.8

Consequences of Alternative Decisions

The NPT was conceived as an instrument within
which the development of nuclear energy could be
encouraged whilst restraining the proliferation of nuclear
weapons.

Its viability will depend in part upon the degree

to which the p^rti^s meet their obligations under all of
its provisions.

'-'nder Article IV, Australia is committed

to facilitate and participate in the fullest possible
exchange of equipment, material and scientific and
technological information for the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy. By meeting this commitment the AAEC
suggests that Australia will bolster the non-proliferation
regime.
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B.

NATIONAL

B.3

EXPORT CONTROL IN AUSTRALIA

Speaking on behalf of the Government, Larkin
(7204 ff) submitted evidence in relation to possible
or proposed arrangements for development and exploitation
of the Ranger ore body, application of nuclear' safeguards
on uranium exports, and the marketing of uranium.
He indicated that the Government does not propose
to make any decisions on any of these matters before the
report of the Inquiry is received. Without prejudicing
this position, the Commonwealth Government submission
(Larkin, 7204 ff) indicated that:(a)

on development, the Government has not discarded
the Memorandum of Understanding with the Ranger
Joint Venturers, although it has been examining
another possible arrangement whereby the
Australian Industry Development Corporation might
be introduced, to take over the Commonwealth's
financial role using either the broad framework
of the Memorandum or some other framework;

(b)

on export controls,the Government will ensure that
the export of nuclear material under future
contracts will be consistent with Australia's
obligations under the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons and associated arrangements to
which Australia is a party.

(c)

on marketing, a variety of possible options has been
canvassed including:a central marketing board which would allocate
sales of uranium among producers
the sequential entry of producers into the
market
allocation by the Government oi sales among all
potential producers on a pro-rata basis
minimum government intervention in marketing.
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Larkin stated (7204 ff) that the Government.intends
to ensure that there is orderly development of Australian
uranium resources and that an overs-apply situation,
with consequential reduction in world prices to Australia's
disadvantage, is avoided.
The Australian Uranium Producers Forum (1814),
Mr. W.C. Wentworth (6260 )/ and. Messrs. A.J. Grey (2852)
and P.R. Stork (11678 ff) of Pancontinental Mining Ltd.,
gave evidence to the Inquiry on aspects of the development
and marketing of uranium and the attitudes of producers
and buyers to Government involvement in these areas.
All submissions recognised the need for orderly development
and marketing but varied in their approach to this problem.
Specifically, Messrs. Grey (3003) and Stork (11678 ff)
argued for independent marketing with minimum Government
involvement, associated, if necessary, with pro-rata
development of resources.
Reference was made (Wright, 6550 ff) to marketing
arrangements in other producer countries.

In the United

States - where producers are primarily serving the
requirements of domestic utilities - marketing is the
responsibility of private enterprise with minimum
Government involvement (Stork, 11678 ff).

For the other

major producer countries, South Africa (Wright, 6643) and
France have centralised marketing (private and government
controlled respectively) and Canada exercises control
over development and marketing (Wright, 6652) through the
Atomic Energy Control Board.
Consistent with the view of Government, as
indicated in Larkin's evidence (7204 ff) referred to
above/ all proposals for export of Australian uranium will
be subject to review by the Government and approval by the
Minister for National Resources.
B.3.1 Regulatory Agencies
Safeguards arrangements concerning Australia under
the NPT are the province of the Australian Safeguards
Office, which operates under the approval of the Minister
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for National Resources.

It was described by Bett under

cross-examination by Mr. C. Gray (5008) and meets the
requirements of the IAEA under the NPT safeguards
agreement between Australia and the IAEA.
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B.4

NUCLEAR ENERGY IN AUSTRALIA
The introduction of nuclear power stations in Australia

received little attention in either evidence or crossexamination except by Scriven (6490-6508).

As Chairman of the

South Australian State Energy Committee, he commented that
South Australia's electricity requirements are likely to be
large enough to warrant consideration of the installation
of a 400-500 MW nuclear generating plant by 1990.

This

statement is not inconsistent with similar situations in the
States of Victoria and Western Australia whose electricity
utilities have been watching developments in nuclear power.
They have considered nuclear power installations as possible
in the 1990 "s (see for example the State of Victoria Energy
White Paper which mentions 1994 as a possible date;

State

Energy Commission of Western Australia Report RD38, March '76).
Two important provisos were raised by Scriven and
they would be common to all State electricity utility thinking:
(i)

The economic advantage of a nuclear plant of appropriate
size over a conventional plant would have to be
demonstrated as sufficient to warrant the changeover
in technology

(ii)

(Scriven, 6493, 6501) .

Before nuclear energy could be introduced anywhere in
Australia, nationally (i.e. Federal and State) agreed
policies as desirable to ensure proper control and
application of nuclear energy systems through the adoption of
technical and environmental standards and the
introduction of legislation prescribing such matters
(Scriven, 6493, 6506) .
Within this framework, the AAEC estimate that the amount

of installed nuclear power station capacity in Australia is
not likely to exceed about 6000 MWe by the year 2000 in
present development conditions.

On this basis, the cumulative

demand for uranium in Australia to the year 2000 would not
exceed 8,500 tonnes U (and over the stations' life, 27,000
tonnes U).

This demand represents a very small proportion of
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Australian uranium reserves so that export of uranium would
not affect significantly the freedom to decide on timing
of the introduction of nuclear power to Australia, if so
decided. Equally, export of Australian uranium does not
require any commitment to nuclear power on Australia's part.

SECTION C.

LOCAL AND REGIONAL
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C.

LOCAL AND REGIONAL MATTERS

C.ll

LICENSING AND REGULATION IN REGION
It was assumed in some evidence that the Australian

Atomic Energy Commission has a regulatory function and would
be responsible for monitoring some of the environmental and
public health aspects of the Ranger project.

Neither the

Atomic Energy Act 1953-1972 nor any other legislation of
the Commonwealth or the Northern Territory contains provisions
giving the Commission specific responsibilities in monitoring
uranium mining projects.

If, however, the Government were

to determine that it should participate in the monitoring
of the Ranger project, the AAEC has the experience and
technical support facilities to carry out such a role
effect-vely.
Although there is no current Commonwealth or Northern
Territory legislation which gives the Commission specific
responsibilities in monitoring the Ranger project, it could
be given such a role if an authorisation for the project were
to be issued by the Minister for National Resources under
Section 41 of the Atomic Energy Act.

If the project were to

proceed under this Section, subject to the direction of the
Minister, the Commission could prepare schedules of operating
standards and requirements for attachment to the Authorisation
and, pursuant to Section 17(l)(b), accept responsibility for
monitoring the operation and advising the Minister whether the
requirements were being met.
The Presiding Commissioner

(1501-2) has drawn attention

to the possible conflict of interest of the AAEC having dual
roles as a participant in the Ranger project and having also
supervisory responsibilities.

It is suggested that such a

conflict might be more theoretical than practical, since the
management of the project and of the AAEC would be differently
constituted.
It was argued in evidence (Russell, 3350) that the
licensing and regulatory competence of the AAEC should be
transferred to another organisation.

The AAEC wishes to point
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out that its competence in this field was established for
its own purposes and it must maintain expertise in environmental
and public health aspects of atomic energy if it is to continue
to discharge its responsibilities.

As noted above it stands

ready to make its technical competence available in assisting
with the licensing and regulation of the uranium mining and
milling industry as directed by its Minister.

It .may be

possible to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort and
facilities by involving the Commission in a way which avoids
any conflict of interest problems.
The AAEC stewardship over the Rum Jungle operation was
questioned in evidence.

Russell stated (3346-9) that the AAEC

had failed to acknowledge the existence of environmental
damage and had not been sufficiently conscientious in
investigating the damage.

However, Baxter pointed out (2065-

2079; Exhibit 39) that the AAEC had not had sole control over
the area, that the Rum Jungle uranium mines had not been the
sole source of contaminants, that the AAEC did not deny that
pollution existed and had carried out some rehabilitation
of the area,

Baxter said that lessons learned from the Rum

Jungle opercition had been taken into account in the studies
for the Ranger operation and the preparation of the EIS.
Moreover, environmental standards were less stringent and
public attitudes were less demanding when the Rum Jungle
operation was established and developed.
The AAEC has made efforts to rehabilitate the area, and
is investigating ways in which the rehabilitation and recovery
of the environment could be hastened (Exhibit 39).

